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Renewable Energv as a Viable Altemative

Norbert Wohlgemuth
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Abstract

High and volatile energy prices have moved global energy security to the top of the political agenda. Energy security
has, for example, been one of the sublects of the summit of the G8 leaders in July 2006. Not having access to
modern forms of energy is the best example of energy insecurity. In the LAC region 55 million people are without
electricity access, many of them in Iperi-} urban areas. Access to a\fordable modern energy services will jacilitate the
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals. From a developing countries perspective, energy security needs
a much broader definition than the availability of a regular supply of energy·at an affordable price. Energysecurity is
a complex topic with linkages to other sustainable development obiectives.

This paper presents an overview 01 the potential role renewable energy can play in achieving energy security-related
objectives in the LACregion. This part of the world is characterised by a significant endowment with renewable energy
resources which - in relation to their potential- have so far only been tapped to a small e'xtent A greater contribution
of Ilocally produced) renewables to LAC's primary energy supply - along with higher energy efficiency on the supply
as well as the demand side - appears in many instances well suited to contribute to all dimensions of sustain~ble
development in this region. Renewable energy can be an attractive option for adding modern energy capacitY:i~ :'i~'
flexible in scale and it can provide electricity leither on-grid or off-grid), heat and biofuels for transportation. "

,J"f ~L

Issues covered in this background paper include global and regional energy demand and supply trends:lperi:f'Grban
energy poverty, economic e\fects of high oil prices, the impact of electricity sector restructuring,in"lh~ region,'
financing issues of renewables, regional cooperation and energy system integration, as well'a;t~~"emerging
globalisation of biofuels, an energy market segment in which the LAC region is one of,th'e-g(6b~1key players.
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• increased energy security concerns, for example as measured byJ1.ighfossil fuel wices and hi9IlPliGe-,,0IairlltY,':'~4r':""I-<_:"'_"""!
or access rates to modern, ie" efficient and clean', energy services for the poor, and diversification of energy,,,,
portfolios; J
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BACKGROUND

The current patterns of global energy production and consumption are clearly unsustainable and set to face multiple
challenges: global warming and other environmental concerns, geopolitical and military conflicts, significant fuel
price rises and depletion of fossil fuel reserves. The social dimension (fight against povertyl, the economic dimension
(competitively priced energy, security of supplyl and the environmental dimension (environmental/climate protection)
of sustainable development are in jeopardy. Energy security issues have, again, become an issue of public concern
because of high oil and gas prices, the occurrence of power blackouts in the United States and Europe. and recent
supply shortfalls of natural gas to Europe.

Energy is essential for every aspect of economic and social development by providing services for cooking and space!
water heating, lighting, health, food production and storage, education, mineral extraction, industrial production and
transportation. A consistent and reliable supply of energy is therefore one of the major prerequisites to helping
developing countries expanding goods production and enhancing productivity and, in the context of a liberalised
global economy, becoming competitive on global and domestic markets and, consequently, in promoting a sustainable
development. Against this background, developing countries face several important energy sectoHelated challenges
IESMAP, 2005bl'

• the change in global energy demand and supply patterns: on the demand side, the shift from industrialised
to developing countries and from the rural to the (peri-) urban areas; on the supply side, the increasing
concentration on a few oil and natural gas supply countries;

• the need to increase the use of renewable energy and energy efficient technologies, in order to achieve a
transition to a low-carbon economy as well as to achieve the comm',tments and acflon plans announced at the
International Conference on Renewable Energies and Energy Efficiency in Bonn, 2004;

,,;;,;;:/"
')'J"'-''/

,;.-

.::}' ;:< /'
The Inter-American Development Bank, in its Energy Sector Strategy (lADe, 2000), seesthl3following challenges faclng~
the region's sector; "IlJ consolidm\ng the structural and economic reiorms undensken)n-the f\rst half of this decade~_!

(economic, financial, environmental, social, and political sustainabflity); Iii) making: new energy options availa,b,le" to_~">
all citizens on affordable terms (social sustainability); (iii) developing patterns of pr'oduction and consumption.thft"arej-.;
efficient and en',lironmentallv friendly <environmental s\Jstainability); (ivj mob~\iin9 foreign and local capital ,to-Ji"a~.c_e';:>;-
the sector (financial sustainabitity): and (v) integrating regional energy markets (economic and financial sustainabnity};~<" ~;y"

According to the World Bank (2005b) "The energy challenge is to ensure'adeQuate generation capacity for fptuiegr~~h';,:-' }>~/t
while maintaining the momentum of scaling up access to affordable' and clean energy services. The acces~chali,engeis'-,~'
to close the gap in availability and quality of infrastructure service provision among the rich and the pQo'rand)etweell
urban and rural areas." :f ',_" ,_,','
Clean energy cannot be set equal to small<scale renewable' energy technologies, "but with a complete suite of clean and
efficient production, supply and end-use technologies" o'MF/World Bank, 2006). _. ,-_:,' ~~~_,"
Renewables, along with energy efficiency, C02 capture and storage, and nuclear power <He;'generajly~onsidered
important elements of a strategic energy portfolio (lEA, 2006c). " "
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• mobilising financing for energy investments in order to provide environmentally sound energy services in
developing countries and to contribute to the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals. In the LAC
region, for example, the share of people living in poverty has not been reduced during the last two decades.'
Renewables can be an attractive option for adding modern energy capacity: it is flexible in scale and it
can provide electricity (either on·grid or off·grid!. heat and biofuels for transportation. Renewable energy·
powered applications can, in many cases, offer viable options for improving productive capacities, which
CQuidlead, jointly with other variables, to poverty alleviation.'·--- -- - -- -- - --

• the environmental challenge in the LAC region is characterised by an increase in C02 emissions of more than
40 percent from 1990 and 2000. The share of renewable energy in the region's electricity generation mix has
fallen over the last decade by 3 percentage points and is likely to decrease further. Urban air pollution is also
a major problem in several of the region's major agglomerations.

The current energy situation in the Latin American and Caribbean (LACI region is characterised by energy production in
excess of supply, remote rural areas yet to be connected to grid, continued pronounced dependence on conventional,
i.e., loss ii, sources 01 energy, low progress in energy ellidency improvement. small contribution lrom renewable
sources of energy lat least when compared with the potential of renewables) and severe shortage of capital for
investment. particularly in the power sector The fact that - for tbe region as a whole-': energy production exceeds
energy demand, however, masks great intraregional variety and a great diversity of the energy situation witbin
individual LAC countries. For example, in Mexico, one of the largest oil producers, there are rural areas that are still
unconnected to the grid Overall rural electrification is 73% of households in Brazil but varies from 90% in the south
to 40% in tbe north. Household electricity access rates range from 34% in Haiti to 99% in Uruguay and Chile (World
Bank, 20061. In Guatemala, the share of "traditional" fuels is about 60%, while in countries such as Mexico and
Venezuela it is almost negligible (UNOP,20051 In 2002, 20% of the region's population were relying on traditional
biomass for cooking and heating, with highs of around 90% in the rural areas of Haiti, Nicaragua and Peru

In principle a differentiation between energy demand and energy needs should be made. Energy demand, the
manifested demand for energy, is generally lower than energy needs because poor people often cannot afford
commercial forms of energy. Considering this difference between energy needs and energy demand, the situation of
regional excess energy production appears to be less pronounced than the numbers might suggest.

Given the natural endowment with renewable forms of energy, the LAC region represents a good case study for the
assessment of the potential of renewable energy use to meet the above challenges. ESMAP 12005bl identifies "two
new areas", energy security and renewable energy, in their 2005-2007 Business Plan:

•

•~&~~~~i~~E"::tiimatednumber of people poverty line in LAC was 211.4 million, 43.8 % of the 10tal populalion
50 million people live on lessthan'a'(iollar per day (World Bank, 2005).
ernploys a Wide definition of productive capaci1ie::;; "the productive resources. entrepreneurial capabilities

p'9ductionlinkages which together determine the capacity of a country to produce goods and services and enable it
"and develop."



"Energy Security: Design sector policies tor the poorest countries and for the low income people that take
into account factors of vulnerability or instability, such as the dependence on a few fuel resources, fuel price
volatility, systems umeliability or income fluctuations; and Renewable Energy: Secure and diversity energy
resource portfolios, increase the availability of energy services in un-served areas, in particular where the
poorest people live, and accelerate the shift to a low carbon global economy."

These two issues as sllch are not new but the realisation of the potential renewable energy can play in the contribution
to energy security objectives around the world. The issue of energy security is highly topical and of strategic (i.e.,
long term) importance'" Reconciling energy security objectives with sustainable energy development aspects is both
an important policy challenge and opportunity. High and volatile energy prices have moved energy security to the top
at the political agenda. A greater contribution at Ilocally produced I renewables to primary energy supply could help
reduce dependency on energy imports, reduce carbon emissions and contribute to reducing income inequalities1 Global
energy security has also been one of the subjects of the summit of the G81eaders in July 2006. In the St Petersburg
Plan of Action on Global Energy Security" the G8 leaders agreed to enhance global energy security through activities
in the following areas: increasing transparency, predictability and stability of global energy markets; improving the
investment climate in the energy sector; enhancing energy efficiency and energy saving; diversifying the energy mix;
ensuring physical security of critical energy infrastructure; reducing energy poverty; and addressing climate change
and sustainable development.

This paper presents an overview of the potential role renewable energy can play in achieving energy security
objectives in the LAC region.' Issues covered include global and regional energy demand and supply trends, (peri-I
urban energy poverty, economic effects of high oil prices, the impact of electricity sector restructuring in the region,
financing issues of renewables, regional cooperation and energy system integration, as well as the emerging trade
globalisation of biofuels, an energy market segment in which the LAC region is one of the global key players .

6
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A comprehensive list of energy security definitions can be found in Unido (2006). From these definitioil~, 'two 'b~ciad
dimensions of energy security may be distinguished: physical! quantity dimension - risks relatedtophy.s'ic'al supply
shortfalls occurring between production and consumption due to infrastrueturaf failure; and economic/price dimension 't,
- the risks of price distortions caused by fluctuations in the price of energy products on the world markets'. Energy security/.(
in developing countries is a complex topic With numerous interlinkages to other sustainabl~ development objectives:
Therefore, energy security needs a broad definition, like "a country's ability to expand and optimise its energy resouth,e'
portfolio and achieve a level of services that will suslain economic growth and povert'·tredd~tion" {RIVM, 2004}. f/ ~,'

Sub-Saharan Atrica and Latin America are the world's most uneqllal regions (World Balik, 2005a).' '.' ,;:,\ ,
Available at http://en.g8russ.ill.ru/doc'Si11,hlrnl. The summit was also referri~gto:"safe and secure" nuclear pO";:er;'2::{"'~',:, '
On a fuel basis the focus of this background paper is on renewable sources,of,energy. Energy efficiency is not cov~rede,ve~';f\
though improving energy efficiency is at least as important in achieving e~_e'rgysecurity objectives. AParttrom'tLirt~erfng:;;;- -:;;/ __"
energy security objectives, imprOVing energy efficiency, at all stages of Elnergy production and consumPt,on/canjpfOd'u~e" 'a:i-",
economic benefits in all sectors of an economy; save limited n~turai resources; reduce urban local ait,iponuti9n)lnd~ ,
health impacts; and reduce risks of global cI\mate change. ~nefgy efficiency \s polit\cally le\len) less contentio~s tlian
renewable energy. "Energy saved is energy produced andjs'·often a more affordable and environm",n'tally re';p~nsible
option to meet the grOWing 'energy demand" (St. Petersburg Plan of Action on Global Energy Security}.:Despite s~me
success stories, there had been no overall improvement in energy efficiency in the LAC region, inc~ntraSt.'o'the-steady
improvements in other regions of the world. '

7
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GLOBAL ENERGY OVERVIEW: DEMAND AND SUPPLY TRENDS
•

Worldwide demand for energy is likely to increase significantly over the next decades, particularly in developing
countnes:

• The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change OPCC) projects that the energy demand in developing
countries and transition economies could increase by a factor of three to five by 2050. During this time period,
alllPCC scenarios suggest that the main sources of primary energy will remain a combination of coal. oil. and
gas, providing between 60 and 80% of the energy mix in 2050.

• "By 2050, the approximate distribution of projected demand for primary energy among developing countries
and transition economy countries compared to developed countries will be about 80 percent to 20 percent,
compared to about 53 percent and 47 percent in 2000. However, the per-capita use of energy will still be
highest in developed countries" IMF/World Bank (2006).

• The Energy Information Administration of the US Department of Energy projects an increase of Icommercial)
world energy demand by 71% from 2003 to 2030 IE/A, 2006). Three-fourths of the projected increase io
carbon dioxide emissions results from fossil fuel consumption in non-DECOcountries.

• The lEA (2004c) expects an increase of global energy demand of 60% by the year 2030; energy demand in the
developing world is likely to more than double over the projection period to 2030. Table 1 shows the projected
global energy demand on a fuel basis.

Table 1 World primary energy demand Mtoe

1971 2002 2010 2020 2030

Coal 1407 2389 3193
~~ Oil 2413 3676 5074

Of which international marine bunkers 106 146 152
451

Nuclear 29 692
104 224

Biomass and waste 687 1 119
Of which traditional biomass 492 763

Other 4 55
Total 5536 10345

Source lEA (2004c)
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Two thirds at the world's oil and one third at global gas reserves are in the Middle East mostly in the Gult region.
Although these countries currently account for some 27% of global crude oil supplies, they are expected to double
their share to 53% by 2010. Figure 1 shows principal world oil trade movements in 2005.

Figure 1 Major oil trade movement,: 2005

--- "

o USA

fJ CANADA

CJ MEXICO

II S, & CENT. AMERICA

D EUROPA & EURASIA

II MIDDLE EAST

D AflllCA

o ASIAPAClAC

Source. BP (2006)

Currently, renewable energy technologies supply 13.3% of the world's primary energy supply, but 25% of the
developing countries' energy supply, mainly in three forms: traditional biomass'o for heating and cooking in rural
areas, modern biomass combustion and hydropower. The lEA (2004cl projects that the global share of renewables in
electricity generation will increase only marginally, from 18% currently to 19% by 2030. "By for the most pervasive
form of renewable energy used in the developing world is fuel wood and agriculture residue used for heating and
cooking. It accounts for about 10 percent of total primary energy used, or 77 percent of total renewable energy used
globally" IIMF/World Bank, 2006). Table 2 presents renewables-based electricity generating capacities by technology
and major countries, and Figure 2 shows regional shares of renewables supply in total world renewable energy use
by technology.

,"<w,·,"," biomass, a differentiation between of biomass use is usually made. Traditional biomass energy use:
com.bustion atwood, charcoal, leaves, residue, and waste for cooking, drying and charcoal production.

:::~:~2~!,ib:i;;om~":::S:e,e:,nergytechnologies: improved efficieht"technologies for direct combustion of biomass, e.g.,
~' Modern biomass energy use: conversion of biomass energy to advanced fuels such as liquid fuels,
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Table 2 Renewable Electric Power Capacity in 2005, GW

TechnDID9V World OelJeloping EU25 China German¥ US, India

e total countries

59
~

Biomass 44 24 2,0 t.7 7.2
Geothermal power 9.3 4.7 -0 0 28
PV 3.1 -0 -0 15 02
Solar thermal 0.4 0 0 0 0.4
Ocean 0.3 0 0 0 0
Total 182 79 42 23 23
Memo lHP 750 340 80 7 35 n.a
Memo: Total electric power capacity 4100 1500 510 130 1060 n.a.

Source REN21 (2006!

Figure 2 Regional shares of renewables supply. 2003

24.2%

33,0%
Uf!/g

Combustible
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Source: lEA lundated!
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THE lAC ENERGY SITUATION: DEMAND AND SUPPLY TRENDS

Traditional fuel consumption Electricity
l% of total energy consumption per capita

requirements) (kWh)

Gnp per unit of energy use
12000 PPP US$ per kg

of oil equivalent)

Per capita C02
emissions

(metric tons)

Table 3 shows basic energy-related indicators by country groupings and individual LAC countries lin descending order
of their human development indexl. As can be seen, most of these indicators for the LAC region as a whole correspond
relatively closely to those for the average of all developing countries. As stated above, however, there is a high degree
of variation among individual LAC countries. Within the region, Caribbean countries, Barbados and Haiti, have the
highest and lowest human development index, respectively.

Table 3 Basic energy indicalors, 2002

245

19:8 ......
1,155 4.6

61
20
24

All Developing countries

LAC

Chile
.......

125 2918 6 3.6

Mexico
Brazil

2280
2183

56
68

Haiti* 45.5; ....... 73

76

IE- Haiti is the only Least DevelopliJg Gauntly in the LACregion

Source UNO? (ZOOS)
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The region's overall primary energy mix is highly oil and gas centred, as can be seen from Figure 3" Only in the Middle
East have oil and gas a higher share in energy supply (BP, 2006). the combined share of these two fuels has even
increased between 1971 and 2003. Despite the higher utilisation of hydro power, the combined shares of hydropower
and combustible renewables has declined, from 34 to 28 percentage points, in the region's energy balance." Coal and
nuclear power are only of marginal importance." The Energy Information Administration of the US Department of
Energy projects an increase of (commerciall renewable energy demand in the LAC region by 145% from 2003 to 2030,
an annual average increase of 3.3% (EIA, 2006). This compares to a projected increase of slightly more than 100%,
between 2002 and 2030, by the lEA (2004cl.

Three countries, Brazil, Argentina and Venezuela, account for two-thirds of the region's energy consumption. Brazil is
expected to increase its share in world energy consumption from 18 to 2.3% by 2030. Venezuela has the largest oil
reserves outside the Middle East. Venezuela also has substantial gas reserves, as do Bolivia, Argentina and Trinidad
and Tobago (lEA, 2004c). The average per capita electricity consumption in the LAC region has been rising over the
past two decades. However, it remains significantly below the world average.

Figure 3 LAC energy demand, 1971 and Z004

1971 2004

Comb. Ren.
31%

Coal
3%

Comb.
Ren.
18%

Other Coal
1010 4%

Hydro
10%

Nuclear
1%

203 Mtoe 485 Mtoe

Source' lEA (Z006a)

Figure 4 Energy production and supplv in LAC, /971-Z004

Total Production 01 Energy Total Primary Energy Supply'
700 ,-----~--~-----.~----__,

.00 i-- ----- ------ ----.--.--.---.-.-- ../--/"'- I

-

e~e:~;,~~i~~~~;:Me)(iCOis included in DECO North America. GLADE and United Nations
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The region as a whole produces more energy than it consumes, see Figure 4. Oil producers in the region have significant
potential for increasing output over the next decade, Brazil became a million barrel per day producer of crude oil
in 1999, with considerable production potential waiting to be tapped. In both Brazil and Colombia, the oil sector
would benefit significantly from the creation of favourable climates for foreign investment. Argentina is expected to
increase its production significantly (EIA, 2006).

Oil demand is expected to grow strongly to 2030, chiefly by increased use in the transport sector. Oil production is
set to increase even faster, so net exports are likely to increase. Venezuela will remain the largest oil producer in
the region, while Brazil will become a net exporter in a few years. Electricity demand is projected to grow strongly,
at 3.6% on average per year, driven by increasing income and rural electrification. The region already relies heavily
on renewable energy sources, largely hydroelectric power, to meet its electricity needs. In view of their very heavy
dependence on hydro, which can be crippled in drought years, many countries in the region are planning to diversify
their electric-power fuel mix (lEA, 2004c).

Despite high rates of increase in natural gas consumption, particularly over the past decade, most regional reserves-
to-production ratios have remained high. In Central and South America, natural gas production outpaces regional
demand, As a result, Trinidad and Tobago continues to export LNG outside the region. Peru, and possibly Venezuela,
may also begin to export LNG outside the region over the course of the projection Ecuador has its first liquefaction
terminals under construction, and construction on the second liquefaction terminal in South America is scheduled to
begin in 2006 in Peru, Natural gas is the fastest growing fuel source. By 2010, natural gas is likely to overtake oil as
the second most prevalent fuel for electricity generation in the region (EIA, 2006).

Renewables (mainly large scale hydropower) will retain their dominant position in the sector over the next decades (EIA,
2006) Hydro power now accounts for two-thirds of electricity generation, but this share may fall to 46% by 2030 (lEA
2004c)." Electricity generation patterns in LAC vary considerably by sub-region. Both South and Central America have
traditionally relied heavily on large-scale hydropower for their electricity needs. However, several factors have led to
the increased use of fossil fuelled generation over the past twenty years. These include: power sector "liberalisation"
with an increased reliance on short term power sales agreements; increased resource availability and reduced costs
associated with natural gas fuelled generation; and limited availability of large scale hydro reserves. The Caribbean,
in contrast, lacks large hydro reserves and has minimal petroleum production (with the exception of Trinidad and
Tobago), has long been dependent almost exclusively on imported fossil fuels for its electricity generation.'s
Figure 5 shows the Mexican electricity mix, from 1971 to 2004. Mexico is one of three countries (along with Brazil and
Argentinal in the region that also relies on nuclear power. As can be seen, natural gas has recently substituted oil in
power generation to a significant extent.

Figure 5 Electricity generation in Mexico by fuel, 1971-2004
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14 Within the renewables grouping, lEA statistics make a ditf~;~ntiationbetween hydro (includes large"[lHPJ and,small
hydro power [SHP]). combustible biomass & waste, and other renewables. Often renewables areseparated>nto large
hydro power and so"called "new renewables" becaUSe financial instruments to support renewables do typ"jcally not apply
to lHP. This is because LHP is an established, cost-competitive technology, .

15 http:}!w,"vw.reeep.orgjindex.dOl?artickiJ=882&ros:::1
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An overview of the renewable energy situation in the LAC region can, for example, be found In ECLAC 120031,GTZ
120041,REEEP120031.Altamonte et al.120031, and Huacuz 12003).'5As part of the OPETNetwork project "Promotion of
modern clean energy and transport technologies and policies in Latin America and the Caribbean" market analyses for
Brazil, Chile, Argentina & Uruguay, Ecuador & Bolivia, the Caribbean and Mexico have been prepared. These reports
are available at the project's web site.17 The following two paragraphs provide a short overview of the renewable
energy situation in Brazil and Mexico. Tr,ese two countries provide interesting examples because they are significant
producers of fossil fuels and also very engaged in renewable energy activit'les.

Approximately 44 percent of Brazil's primary energy supply comes from renewable sources such as hydropower and
biomass. Hydroelectricity represents 85 percent of Brazil's power generation; however, Brazil has developed only
41 percent of its hydropower potential'" with an estimated 260 GW of potential capacity available. Brazil is also the
undisputed leader in producing bioethanol and obtained more than 40 percent its liquid fuels for transportation from
biofuels, primarily ethanol. In 2004, Brazil made commitments to increase its ethanol and biodiesel production, add
3,300 MW of small hydro, wind and biomass generation capacity." add nearly 3,000 MW of large scale hydropower,
and use renewables to achieve 100 percent electrification rate, all before 2010 IIMF/World Bank, 2006). The share of
gas in the Brazilian primary energy consumption has more than doubled within a few years, increasing from 4.1% in
1999 to 8.9% in 2004, and this share is expected to rise further to 12% by 2010.

Approximately 10 percent of Mexico's primary energy is from renewable energy, including fuelwood and agriculture
residues that account for 53 percent at its renewable energy share. Mexico depends on hydm tor a relatively modest
percentage of its electricity, and will likely need to expand hydro to diversify its increasingly gas·based power system.
Mexico has some of the best wind resources in the world which to date are untapped, but is now embarking on a
commercialization strategy beginning with a combination of public and private sector projects IIMF/World Bank,
2006)

to do Valle Costa at a!. {200B), only potential has $0 far been exploited. The potential for renewable
LAC region is significant. The region;has significant natural resources including solar, wind, geothermal,~i;:~~:;~tandhydro. Due to its significant landmass si~u,ated near the equator, the'Latin American continent receives

al solar radiation with relatively little variation (Krauter and Kissel, 2005).
19 To 2!?by the e~d of 2007. 5% by 2013, and a goal of 20% by 2020 (OECO, 20061.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICIES/INITIATIVES IN THE lAC REGION

4.1 Barriers to the Penetration of Henewahle Energy Technologies!O

Despite the significant potential for renewable energy In the LAC region, several important factors inhibit their wider
adoption. Decision·makers receive mixed signals from the investment literature about the issue of when it is appropriate
to develop renewable energy technologies as substitutes for fossil fuels. In the case of renewable energy investments,
cautious financial institutions often overestimate the risks and decide against extending loans or providing other forms
of financial support for otherwise sound projects. In the end, projects that might be good investments and yield a global
environmental benefit fail to go forward because of a misperception of the risks involved (UNEP,2004).

Given the huge potential opportunities in renewables, why are entrepreneurs and financial institutions not rushing to cash
on the opportunity? One answer is that renewable energy technologies have to overcome a series of barriers before they
can penetrate the market The barriers have been discussed in detail in the literature on renewables (Reddy and Painuly,
2004; Painuly, 2001) In the initial stages of development. technical barriers predominate In order for a technology to become
cost·effective, market barriers such as inconsistent pricing structures have to be overcome. Then there are institutional,
political and legislative barriers which hinder the market penetration of technologies, including problems arising from a lack
of awareness of, and experience with new technologies and lack of a suitable institutional and regulatory structure. Finally,
there are social and environmental barriers which result mainly from a lack of experience with planning regulations that
hinder the public acceptance of a technology. A sound strategy to increase the market penetration of renewables will need
to address all these barriers. Table 4 lists the barriers by type.

Table 4 Renewable energy barriers

Barrier type Example
Institutional Institutional capacity limitations (R&O, demonstration and implementation)

-----'Market"--'--'----'Srnallsize ontie marke(liniitedaccess tointernational marketSfor moae"'r"'nr"'e"'ne"'w~a'tileenerg~,\, Ii

technologies, limited Involvement of the private sector i ",
...................., , " , , ", --f',',----,

Awareness /Information Lack of awareness / access to information on renewable energy technologies

Financialll .. ..... ..... .. ... ;~~~~~1o~;~rl~~:;~i:;g aarrrraranlggeeimmeernlttss{local, national, international} for " .... ,~.r'. .

Economic Unfavourable costs, taxes (local and
access to

Lackof skilled and facrlities
Social
Environmental
Policy

Lack of social acceptance and local participation
Visual lack of valuation of social aalnldden'/.ir9'1,pehtalt
Unfavourable energy sector policies and mechanisms

Source Painuly (2001)

20 This section is largely taken from Painuly and Wohlgemuth (2006).
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There are many causes for imperfections in energy markets which constitute a hindrance for the socially optimal
penetration of renewable energy technologies Financial barriers include:"

• The largest barrier to greater renewable energy use is its cost, despite the cost reductions achieved over
recent years. But other obstacles, particularly for the increased lIse of renewable electricity, include subsidies
and other support for competing conventional fuels (especially coal and nuclear powerl. Lack of full cost

--------- - -- - - --- --- ---- - -~------ ----- ------------

pricing when determining the cost of competing energy supplies also hinders the development of renewable
energy since the cost of environmental impacts are usually not included in energy prices.

• High discount rates and competition on short-term electricity prices, as seen in electricity markets undergoing
a change in regulatory framework, may disadvantage projects with high capital costs but low running
costs, such as renewable electricity systems - unless governments set up schemes designed to replace and
substitute for estimated deficiencies of the market place. In addition to cost-related barriers, non-cost barriers
can also inhibit the greater use of renewable energy. This is particularly the case with the imperfect flow of
information and the lack of integrated planning procedures and guidelines.

• Financl3l willingness and feasibility: The user may not have the willingness to payor the possibility to afford
the additional investment on renewable energy equipment. An additional difficulty is that conventional credit
does not fit well with the specific conditions for investment in renewable energy technologies, Renewable
energy systems are often capital intensive and require larger up-front investments and longer repayment
periods than other energy technologies. Investors therefore may prefer to invest in sources with shorter
payback periods, thus lowering their long-term risk exposure, even if those sources are more expensive on a
long-term life-cycle basis.

• Transaction costs of smaller projects are disproportionately high, compared with conventional projects. Pre-
investment costs (including financing, legal and engineering fees, consultantsl have a proportionately higher
impact on the total costs of renewable energy technology projects. Public agencies can make grants to cover
the costs associated with establishing collaborative arrangements which, if successful. can be converted
into an equity or royalty stake. The resulting financial return can then be re-deployed as grants for successive
projects.

• The free rider or public goods issue: individual consumers might be unwilling to pay for renewable energy
technologies because the benefits from reduced emissions are shared equally by everyone, regardless of who
pays.

• Energy price distortions: Often energy prices do not reflect the full societal cost of energy. This can be due
to subsidies that reduce the market price of energy and a lack of internalisation of external costs" caused by
pollution or other by--productsof energy usell

• lack of commercial guarantees to enable project financing: Even if long-term contracts are successfully
negotiated with developing country public agencies, these agencies are not considered investment-grade
without commercial guarantees. In many cases, foreign government agencies are encouraged to privatise

adopt market-based pricing structures at the same time as they are required to provide sovereign
J;,,~~glla"IQtE>esto secure long-term debt from the private sector. As a result, the liability for the project does not

government's balance sheet to private project sponsors. Given the limited amount of exposure
gO\le\I)~!lQt can credibly assume, renewable energy projects are often unable to compete with other

de\lel()p"le';fprio!,i~es that receive sovereign guarantees.

-

..~~.-....~~;~;~~~,:~~ provides an extensive O~~::~~,:~:t~typesof barriers.
~ and Rogat (undated) show and environmental implications of fuel pricing policies in the LAC

I~~:'~,~:l~dl:~~,government subsidies for conventional-energy were ofthe order US$350-400 billion in early 1990s, but
d' US'S25IJ-3()Objllion PEHyear by mid.19_~OS.The "subsidies are both on production and consumption side.

\,
\
;/ - --



4.2 Renewable energy policies

Important developments in setting goals and quantitative targets for renewable energy have occurred at the regional
level. Examples of significant efforts include IUNDP, 20041:

• With the passing of Directive 2001/77/EC the European Union has adopted the overall target for renewable
energy of 12% of gross domestic energy consumption and 21% of electricity consumption of EU25 by the
year 2010. This "target bubble" holds for the EU as a whole, while individual Member States have different
"indicative targets" (European Parliament, 2001).

• The Latin American and Caribbean Initiative, signed in May 2002 in Sao Paulo. included a target of 10 percent
renewable energy by 2010. As a whole, this region had 24.4 percent of energy use as renewables in 2002, but
that includes 15.6 percent in the form of combustible renewables and waste, which in most countries is not
renewable. Most of the Caribbean countries and a few in Latm America were below the 10 percent mark in
2002.

Several Latin American countries have launched new rural electrification programs. including Bolivia, Chile, Guatemala,
Mexico, Nicaragua, and Peru. Most of these countries have launched efforts to "mainstream" renewable energy as
a standard option of new rural electrification efforts." "For example, Chile has recently recognised renewables as a
key technology as it enters a second phase of a national rural electrification program. Given this planned scale-up of
renewables for rural electrification, regulators and utilities have realised that legal and regulatory frameworks need
to be adopted quickly. Indeed, new laws or regulations appeared during 2004 and 2005 in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil.
Chile, Guatemala, and Nicaragua" (REN21,2005).

In October 2003 a regional conference was held in Brasilia, to follow-up on commitments made at the World Summit
on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg IWSSDI·15in 2002, and to prepare the position of Latin America and
the Caribbean before the International Conference on Renewable Energy to be held in Bonn, in 2004,15 "At this
meeting, the 21 participating countries agreed on a series of guidelines in a document called the 'Brasilia Platform
on Renewable Energies', which highlighted one of the commitments: 'To promote the goal of the Latin American and
Carihbean Initiative for Sustainable Oevelopment of ensuring that by 2010 the Region will use at least 10% renewable
energy in its total energy consumption, on the basis of voluntary efforts ..."1I10LADE, 20041

Box 1 describes the PROINFAprogram that aim at increasing renewable energy use in the LAC region. The PROINFA
program attracts interest because of its wide fuel coverage and interesting financing mechanism. The REIAIBo'.2)

_____ .has.been,initiated.inJ992already_and.cQvers_t~e_'~h_o.lUI\(: ...Umion. { ".< ,

24 Altamonte at al. (2003) find that "energy efficiency and renewable energy sourc~s' ~:~~~~i:~;(;{;~~~I(i~~Cenergy policies of most Latin American countries." f>:;';:'"
25 Regarding sustainable consumption and production patterns, govern'merits' agreed to increase

share of renewable energy sources, with the objective of increasing the contribution of renewable
supply with a sense of urgency. They recognised the role of national 'and voluntary regional targets
the need to ensure that energy policies support developing cos.:!l)t;ies' efforts to eradicate poverty.

26 The World Bank, for example, made the commitment to inci'ea'se its level of lending by 20% a veado;lhe~"S',fI~er"rs,>:;";
for renewable energy, a goal endorsed by the Bank's Board. '

27 The text of the Brasilia Platform on Renewable En,ergfes IS available at hrt'''1 1<,vww.r',nCW""'"'>,d~"d,'lp';;lt,r"j""m.
dp'l:laratioH,pdl
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Box t PROiNFA " Pmgrnm to encourage alternative sources of energy in Br/Jzi!

;~,~~:Z::"':?'"~;/';<:-'F;~-"-'~r~'~:--;"':-"~::-"s"';':.'-'-" ~~":'~::'~,+~';;-~~':~'''-''.'~'':~::>,;'.~*~'':'~:T':;'~"'~';;::~~~-~'~7m;~~,,,,~,:,~:,,'~:""~~"7••~'~Y'::';~:~d
f PROINFA, Plogra!'1a de Incentivo asFontes Aitern~tivas d~ E~ergia, ai~n,sio increase t~e ~hare of ~i~d powe~:b!oO)~ss'l

,'energy and sma!1 hydr,opow~i ISHP!, pr~duced byindependent po,,:~r prpducers I\PPs):~: i9th~sUPPIYOf,t~e Bra~ilian:" ]
: " grid system. The first phase of PROINFA'intends to add 3300 MW lequally divided a'mong.wlnd power,'biomass energy.:' :

:' "',' W.':'"";;" '.->". , ,: \; "",", ,:t'"'",,~,;'-'/"~"':'<,,j":','o:, ,,:,:,"'{,'j
anct'SHP) to the interconnected'system by 2006. The contracts to be slgned'between Eletrobras, the'major Braziiia,n ..q

i power compahy;and IPPsensure'tlie'purchase of energy'for 20 years .• ,' .; ~ ", ..' :~. ... ':" ' •• _': ::', :.r
The main features of PROINFA'sfirst phase IPROINFA 11are: The 'additional cost ofthis energy will be equally shared
by alll;ousehold~ connected to thegrili, exciuding Low I~come Consume;s (~p to 80kWh/month, plus a second,grqup,

;',' ; ~,' ,"" "",__". ,: "", "", -- __, " ..,' :'" ":'",,,:, '"',,":' ":o, ,,", ii,,,, ,:---'-" " , .. , ,": "," >,,""",v " " ' ,:' .." ,'" ,,' __-" __,.-, , .' "'!
under special conditions to be defined by AN EEL- up to 220 kWh/month). The Law defines an IPP as a company
th'at is not,dontrolled liy any other company involved in generation, transini'ssion or distribution of power, Equipment:

'manufacturers may participate as IPPs, However, a minimum 6f 60% of the equipment ValUerl1Ust be manufactured fn'
Brazil. ANEEl, the National Electric Energy Agency,regulates tariff reo~ctionsot at least50;/oforaccessto transmission~' i

'and distribution systems tor plants generating 'electricity trom wind:b'iomass and qualified do.generation.,' ,i,'
PROINFA contracted 144 renewables,based eiectricity (RES·E) projects, Ho';'ever, up to now, only two wind anergy'.' I
projects'(a total of 200MW) and about300.Mw itom SHP are under construction This may be because of the initial. '

, delay~ in the bidding p'rocess and shows that the entrepreneurs 'are havi~g.difficliities in'meeting the req~ir,oments' l
establi~hed to get access to fund rag sources, upon'successful completion of PFlOINFA'f.lt shOUld res~lt.in a total' 1

,.; ': '" " "'", ";"'" -- ,,' """,, ":'" " ,..,',": "::",, ":, : -- '. ':" ',-- ",'" :, ;' ,;, : -- ,',',',',' ,," ",," "', :-:;,-,-",:,)
, 'generation of 11,334 GWh/yearltaking into account the capacity factor of 50% for SHP,50% for biomass, and 25% for." i
,wind,energYI,,This amou,nis to almost 3% o(the total country's eledtfidty generation, PROINFA wiil assure subsidies "I
to p'roducers of electrib. power .from alternative sources "ntil, th,w can supply 10%"of the national energy' ma'trix, i

'From tharpoint on it is e"pecied ttiat IPPs will have suifi~ient know,how.and ~fie~ti~e markefshare to co~pete'i
"'successfully' in an~~~n~'~rket;:"< ,'" ',':, ':,--,,"'t ,~'.~;, ':-\::": ~" , : "j ,';" ~"if ::~i'<' "" '" 'j" ,;;?:

i"~'--, ,:,x;,,' 0,', ' ",,;, 'i;' ;:::'--:'".'./ ; C'Z" ,,' ';' ,~ ',~i;~,"'~ -- ,~!' ",j::~,0-j:¥", ,:i';.. '::J
, Sources: do Valle Costa et ai, (2006) and Janssen at aN2004),." ' :: , : :
~".J;;'~'L.~,::t~"~"_,,~,,..,c~.. ,:",,:~~<,,.>;:"2i~L:,;~,,:~,,,,~,:.L,:;" __" ",,:~~'m:,:,,:,,'::: ,.;L::~':: ,L,~~12,:;f~:'::>~:'~',,':::;i,::0 ",1::L,::::::"~:jCj",, ,,:!;;J
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Box 2 Renewahfe Energv in t!le America.s (RE/A) 111ft/alive
,"'-' ~"c",'"''d-:-::'''---:''i;'''''''''--W''' ""W;:'" """"",c' .• """~"'''.''-'~'--<''';'' "'{' ,~Io''';' --,'" .. ----;P"'''-,--- '-;~''7'"''~'''::'''-';''',~"''''''t" ..-----:',~"""--;;"'.,.,,;";:":'c:;,-

,The Renewable Energy.lnthe AmericaslREIA) Initiative was created ;n1992 by a'c6rlsortlumof US' LACrntere'sts;to."
'adv~nce. sustainable solutions ,; particularly renewable energya~d ,en~~gy<efficiency :fo;'meeting thegroill'ing(energy,';;,

'," ;" " "';c,,' " '," __, ;C'" '",.", """ ", ' '. " ,,,:--',' ' ," .- ,;" " ,', ":":',,:':'" 'i :~, ,,'W'" "',' ,'--' ,",~.- ,:' ,,'. C':' '''', ,', __ ''-;C,:: >', ':, __"," :--.:'"::''-,' --,",,' ,:i'"',, :',';' ,,~,:: ,: :' "", ',' ",", ',,";
.needs of the Hemisphere: During the 1994REIA·Conference and Exhibition held in Puerto Rico(vari6us governments from' '.I
,'" :,', , ',:"",j, """'"" ":""."",,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,",,,,,', ,'":'b;',;,,,,,:', ,"'" '",,"~i,"; ":,' ,,'-> __:;; ',._,;,:",,," "',':",'-";"'<+""::'--",<1

; tile LAC region, joined with the U,s ExportCouncilfprRenewableEnergy insetting fprth an agendaforformalcollabgratio~:;
inren~wable energy.and energyefficiehcy. This consisted of the ;igl1ing of the REIADeclaration (by,16coumries) :;nd', "

,",''''""'" "",;",' ,',,--':",i'.', """:,,,',::::',,',' "'-', ",_,''' __ ,,,,,:,''',;-''':''--':''''''--'::','',''''::,;',,~':'-''.:''.:","":""","","'""i

. the establishment of.the HEIAWorking Group, Th~Working GrouP"is composedof~Joc,aipoint'frorn eacti·ofthe~arious.: 'j
;participatihgcountriesand helpsto set ti1epilorities for REIA, .i' <';.',. ':"; ''''r' <;.' I
'.,'--".' '; ~,':<.; --:.'.1''' ~ '-'" ".", ~.' ".,":;';<".,"",,,~: f: Xj'\._);;~,'",i:;,,; :':/'1
Theobfectrves of theHEIA Inltlatrve are fourfold 11)TOldentrfy and promote vlablerene~able energy and energyefflClency ,"
prbj~ctopportunitiesirithe lAC reg;on;(21 To prOmote policy m~asure~thai will adv~nce th~ use of renewable'mergy"

, a~denergy eff,ciencytechnologies;13) To develop and assist in accessing' innovativefinan,cing inechanisms suited to ;
. ,,'thetechriical,characteristics of renewable energi and energyeffipiencyjechnoiogies and appropriat~Ao~he ;oci~I,;nd ~J

"i,r economic needs of.the.demogiaphically diverse 'end.usefji andl4lto'provide ,technical assistance .am!,trairjing 'on'matters;,,:
,,~> \" >','; ;----,,';,':"". '~,;",,-:,;,:,-.:,--;,' '':',,,,,,; ," '" ,,' " :","-- ""~""',::-"'" "'0if:: ;-',:/.',; (;'r,,";,; ';7'Y ,'"v'' '/f" "."'.0 '>1
: ',,,:related to sustarnable energy d~velopment ..' ..,',r', " "" .' ." ".," • ''', .~:'.

t-:"':'"~",,, ,," ">, ,"":,::--,')";--", ,: "", ':::, "'" ',' , ' ,--:.. ',' ,: ,,'.'-"""._"', '-::" "'''"'',,,, .'J"',!-,,'-, ,"', '"
, ,REIAwastransferred toth~Oepartment of.Sustainable Developme~tof theiOfganization ofAmericari StatesIDSO/OA~1 "

,~,---"""~', ,"""" ,','''-'':' ,'··._--h":,",,",:~, ":'~:':"'" '''':''-'', ''''', """ i;",~,,>, '" ,,-,,,,,,--, ,',"", "'/:o" ,.r- ""--.-,;:r-,.'.:,, ',',, __';'
10 199Bin order to provide better service tgthe countries of theiACregion The DSD/OAS plays an;mportant!ofeinthe;

'f~II~w.~pto, and pre'pa'fationsfor the'S~mmitsofthe Americas Ihis sUrnmitpr6c~ss,whichseeksto enpourage su;tainable'!
d~v~IOplOantandenvlronmemaIPrOtectI6r'ih~OUghoutLAC, offersfuril1ar axpansion orihescope of the REIA•.lnrtiative. ',/'1

.· .. Source;httpl/www.oas.org/dsd/reia/default.htm ' , .
W "" ;' ::~~:,' ",:

~;,-'1 'ZC~;""
'~::':,,>,<,

28 'VVAD~~~006l;provides a global overview of decentralised electricity generation.



Box 3 Glohal Sustairwhfe Energv !sland I!!itiative
F:"',"".,'/ '_~-,~:;:7~::"___--~~'-":-~:;~7;"']~~;~~';-"'~,---~'-:_-;":";:::7'-~'~~'~--'''-~:~-''~~-~--;~::~~--?~~~:---',-~~:::C;':;~:t:~'''':-:]-
, '?The Glob?ISustainable Energylslanaln!tiative IGSEII).a consortium of internationalNGOs anamulti"'ateralinstltutions~
1,·iniluain9the O;g~ni,ation of AmericanSt~tesa na,UNI66 among others,ls .currently promoting angsuppqrting,~ma,~"
f'lslanaOeveloping St~tes ISIDSI efforts in'transitioning away from energy consumption and stJPplypatt~rnsbasedo~ "
' 'crinve~tional fossil fuels towarasmore sustainable energYd~velopmentbas~a on enVifonmentally souna, renewable,

energy technologies and mora efficient use of energy, Apnncipal focusofthisi~itiative istosupporttliecon;olidatlon
pf theetlorts of the Caribbean Islana States in orientjng,!their~ati8~aliGnVJ;gy Hplicy ~na. aevelopmenttowmas
renewable energy and energy efficient technologies In li~e with their natio,nalpriorities: the proJectaims to help"
theseislanas tolay the foundations for improved energysecurity,reaucea el~ctricity i~riffsaha improved allocation
01 resources. In parallel. the project focuses 'on expanaingsustain<ible energy planning anaimplen\enting activities
amongSIDS ana member nations of the Alliance olSmallJslana States !AOSISI and to provlaepil'[Jbinginterriational
ouireach to demonstrate SIDScOmmitmenta'nd efforts lor a more sustainable energy development' ,
Source UNIDO ,,' ",' ,"
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FINANCING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT - THE CASE Of RENEWABLE ENERGY

The financing of sustainable development is a crucial element for the implementation of the commitments reached
at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development IUNCED, 19931in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 and
has, since then, been a major focus of the work and discussion in the United Nations Commission on Sustainable
Development (CSD) Finance for sustainable development is the subject of Chapter 33 of Agenda 21.19 In 2002, the
United Nations has convened for the first time a summit-level meeting to address key financial and related issues
pertaining to global development. An unprecedented feature of the Fmance for Development" process is the active
participation of the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund 11MF), and the WTO, as well as representatives
of civil society and the business sector. Six key areas have been identified: Mobilising economic resources within
countries; Increasing the flow and broadening the reach of private international investment; Opening access to
markets and ensuring fair and equitable trade regimes; Strengthening official development assistance; Addressing
developing country debt difficulties; and improving the coherence of global and regional financial structures and the
fair representation of developing countries in international decision-making.

5,1 Energy sector investment requirement

The lEA (2003b) projects energy sector infrastructure investment of $16 trillion over the period 2003 to 2030, see
Figure 6. The electricity sector is seen to account for most of this future energy investment. On a geographical basis,
developing countries will require almost half of global investment.

On a global scale there is enough saving; in some regions, however, it is not certain that sufficient capital, from
domestic and international sources, will be available. Mobilisation of funds will depend on the energy sector's abihty
to provide a return high enough to compensate for the risks involved. The absence of clearly defined energy policies . ", .. j.

____ ,and.the.lack.of.institutional.capacities,.human.resources,.adequate.legislative,.regulatory.and.financial.frameYiol~:<~':::~..2.
,"""" "';' J'

which are vital for attracting private investment and ensuring the proper functioning of the market, are clear barriers.
for attracting capital.

29 The General Assembly decided that the UNCED should "identify ways and tn'~a~sof providing ":;~h'~~t:;~:;::ii::~;~~~~lS;i,~,
resources for environmentally sound development programmes and projects in accordance with
objectives, priorities and plans and to consider ways of effectively,monitoring the provision of such

financial resources so as to enable the international communitY-to'take further appropriate acti:~":~:~~~~:\~~61~i!~1~!\~;~~~,;,.and reliable data" and "Consider various funding mechanis"ms, including voluntary ones, and
a special international fund and other innovative approaches, with a view to ensuring, on a
effective and expeditious transfer of environmentally sound technologies to developing counties.

30 h1tp:fJwww,l.jll,orlJje~<Ilffd/
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"Financing for the energy supply sector comes from three sources: internal cash generation, private financing and
public funding. The role of each of these sources has varied based on the state of development of the economy and
viability of the sectors. Going forward this pattern of financing is expected to continue with private sector playing a
progressively greater role in the reforming economies. Currently less than half of the energy supply·side investments
for the developing countries and transition economies comes from internal cash generation. The remaining resource
comes from public private sources in a rough proportion two to one. However there is wide divergence in these
proportions between the low income, lower middle income, a'nd upper middle income countries with the public sector
playing a dominant role in low income countries (about 50 percent of the financing) and lower middle income countries
(about 30 percent of the financingj and private sector playing an important role in the upper middle income countries
labout 40 percent of the financing). The key challenge in the energy sector is the electricity sub·sector where the
current levels of investments only fund about 50 percent of the needs of $160 billion, i.e, about $BObillion. With large
fiscal constraints in most of the countries requiring the bulk of the investment resources, these investments would
come from either internal cash generation or through greater private participation spurred by sector reform and viable
tariffs. Any increase in investment levels is expected to be rather unevenly divided over the developing and transition
economies and tbere could be substantial investment shortfalls in a number of countries."(IMF/Worid Bank, 20051.

figure 6 Cumulative energy investm~nt, 2003-2030
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In the LAC region expected cumulative investment requirement between 2003 and 2030 amounts to more than 1200
'c. bi\li~h dollars. More tnan half of this investment will be needed \0 maintain the present level of supply. According,

to the lEA (2003bl, the investment required to expand Brazil's energy system from now to 2030 is projected to be
nearl/$450 billion lin year-2000 dollars). In most LACcountries, the public sector alone will not be able to provide that

, fid~ncing~'Private investment will only be forthcoming if the region's regulatory regimes become more transparent
" '''>.''" ~" '--,

and consistent. '~, "
'/;, '<q2>~.' ,""

, (\'\'-~<>-~'>-
"-<About $50·55 billion'V\iascinvested in renewable energy worldwide in 2004, including large hydropower, compared
'~;to"conventional power ';~ctbr:investments of about $110-150 billion. Biomass for industrial and agricultural process

'fheat'is used extensively in d~v-;;;opingcountries and at current oil prices, its use is expanding. Biomass can have a
. ""'g'reatCpotential for power generati~n'e'specially in some of the developing countries where other energy sources are

•• '_'_-::;>_;;>";~'["\,t;"
., i'Ci;notabundant."(IMF/World Bank, 2005).'According to REN21 (20061.an estimated $38 billion was invested in new
-- -"1:"< ;:":<:\ ..:.;'\ ~<'-__'"-,

renewable energy capacity worldwide in 2005.
" .~,~--,~.,.

;.~ .;' '''.



5.2 Investment in infrastructure projects with private participation

According to UNCTAD statistics, total foreign direct investment (FOI) inflows to the LAC region rose substantially,
to US$ 68 billion, after four consecutive years of decline." "Growth in the region remains heavily dependent on the
volume of foreign capital flows. Beyond macroeconomic stability and commitment to sound fiscal and monetary
policies, the countries of Central and South America will face governance issues and severe economic disparities
between the wealthy and the pnor in the region's societies" (EIA. 20061.
In energy and transport, investment in infrastructure projects with private participation, global investment flows
fell to levels not seen since the early 1990s (Izaguirre, 20051. As in earlier y~ars, the private activity in energy was
directed mainly to electricity projects in a few large developing economies. Power plants accounted for 75 percent
of investment flows to the sector, followed by stand-alone transmission facilities and distribution companies (each
with 9 percent).

During 1995 to 2004 private sector commitments to infrastructure in developing countries totalled $748.4 billion, or
$75 billion a year. But this average masks enormous fluctuations. Private commitments rose sharply until 1997,then
fell quickly in response to East Asia's financial crisis. In recent years they have hovered around levels like those in the
mid-1990s. Most of these investments have gone to energy and telecommunications (in terms of sectors) and to Latin
America, East Asia (in terms of regions). Table 5 shows sectoral and regional investment in inlrastructure projects
with private participation in developing countries." The LACcountries accounted for 40% of total private investments.
Approximately, 80 percent of the investments in LAC countries were in divestiture projects (Jamasb, 20061.According
to the World Bank (2004), the private sector provides more infrastructure financing than does OOA
Due to the rapid expansion of private capital flows in the last decade, World Bank assistance to the energy sector has
shifted to providing technical and policy assistance, particularly in promoting institutional reforms, see chapter 8
Concerning the profitability of these investment projects Sirtaine et al.120051 find that, "contrary to general publIC
perceptions, the financial returns of private infrastructure concessions have been modest and that in fact for a
number of concessions the returns have been below the cost of capital. On average telecom and energy concessions
have feared better than transport and water."

Table 5 Investment in infrastructure projects with private participation Ii' developing countries. billion dollars

1995 1998 2000 2002 2004
Sector Energy 21.7 293 274 t9.2 127

Telecommunications 172 51.8 48.9 330 450
Transport 82 17.5 9.1 36 45
Water and sewerage 15 2.2 48 20 19 '.-""~'"

Region LAC 17.t 712 38.7 174
Europe and Central Asia 81 12.1 25.0 12.5 ?

East Asia and Pacific 18.8 9.7 14.3
Middle East& North Atriea 01 3.1 4.1
South Asia 38 2.3 4.4
Sub-Sahal-an Alrica DB 2.5 3.7
Total 48.7 100.9 90.2

Source: Izaguirre (20051

31 The resurgence in FDI occurred in 28 of the 42 economies in the regi~nf6~"'Wh'iCh data are available. !'~":~i1b~~o~:(i~:~~j~:r2i:i'
consolidated their positions as the largest recipients of this investment, accounting for 27% and 25% of the
The largest FDI increases in Latin America and the Caribbean occurred in MERCOSUR member and
especially Argentina (125%), Brazil (79%} and Chile {73%1. UNCTA:D's,Worid Investment Report attributes the
investment in Central America and the Caribbean mainly to a J6% rise in inflows to Mexico, In the A~:;:;:]p~::~;'m:~/.'::~i,:>
inflows remained almost the same as in 2003. Notable exceptions were Colombia and Peru, which had I

37%, respectively, and Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia, which saw decreases.
32 From 1980 to 1998, infrastructure spending decreased .from 6 to 4 per cent of total government "p,m';',,"

to 5 per cent in Asia and from 1 1 to 6 per cent in Latin America (UNClAD, 2006).
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5.3 Renewable energy financing mechanisms"

In industrialised countries there is of lot of experience with financial instruments to promote renewable energy for
electricity generation. For an overview of the great diversity of mechanisms see for example Menanteau et al. (2003):
Mitchell and Connor (2004): Ringel 120061:Sawin and Flavin (20041. In principle, there are several classifications for
mechanisms to financially support renewable energy.:!"One classification would be along the develoPl11en~chainof
renewable energy-technologies. According tothis classification, renewable energy technologies can be supported
at the R&O, the investment, the production and the consumption stages. Another classification would be whether
supply and/or demand or price and/or quantity of renewable energy are supported. Finally, differentiation can be
made whether regulatory or voluntary and/or direct or indirect mechanisms are employed.

Table 6 summarises types of support measures for renewable energy, their point of operation and target audience.
R&O measures are needed first in order to create new technologies: then measures aiming at commercialisation and
market creatIOn follow. for a technology to penetrate the market, the consumer has to adopt it Therefore, in many
cases, information and education campaigns are also necessary.

Table 6 Tvpes of Support for Renewable Energv

Measure Point 01 Operation Target Audience

RD&D support Basic research to early
commercialisation

Cammerclali-satian
Commerciali-sation

Market creation
Market "normali-sation"

Researchers, renewable energy
technology suppliers

Renewable 8[1.srgv generators
Electricity retailers

Electricity retailers and cOllsumers
Consumers

Praiset-based financial support
Guaranteed markets or buyback rates

Green pricing
Information and education campaigns --_ ••_""._-_._._--"--- ---_._"._-----------

Sonntag-O'Brien and Usher (2004) classify the financing models based on the stage at which financial support is
provided. Their categorisation is followed here with some modifications.

• Start-up capital support to meet up-from costs for raising capital, building market awareness,and transaction costs,
which aregenerallyhigll for renewables.Businessdevelopmentgrantsandseedcapital financingfall in tllis category.

I

• Operating capital support, which includes lines of credit, credit enhancements for loan provision, and small
and medium scale energy enterprises growth capital funds.

, Lines of credit refers to creation of credit windows in national or loca! banks, with support from
international finance institutions/donors, for lending to renewable energy enterprises.

-r!r:ri~, -'r'"Credit enhancements refer to various subsidies provided by internafional finance institutions/donors
r,_r;;,'to,~often loan financing, either for the lender or the borrower through risk sharing or interest-rate

·'r-reg,"ttions. These assume the forms of (i) partial risk guarantees, which ensure debt-servicing
paytJllnttto the lender, and Iii) partial credit guarantees, which are used to extend loan repayment
periods:'irhp;dving the project's cash flows in the process. The guarantees can motivate banks to lend
for projects ti;ey'perceive as risky.



,~~,
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Credit enhancement can also be achieved through interest rate subsidies which lower the cost of
financing for the borrower. The credit risk in this case remains with the local bank/institution providing
the credit and hence can be applied only if the market potential is big and ripe for development
Credit enhancement leads to access to business finance to the renewable energy enterprises, one
of the major objectives of several World Bank/GEF renewable energy projects. In some cases, they
combine credit enhancement with support to the manufacturers and/or dealers to meet a part of their
business development costs in initial stages, with a view to develop the supply side of the renewable
energy market. In yet other cases, they combine the credit enhancement with suhsidies tied to the
performance (for each unit soldl to lower the high initial costs of the renewable energy equipments
with the view to develop the market which, in turn, is expected to lead to lower the cost of renewable
energy equipment through economies of scale and learning.

o Growth capital funds are similar to seed capital financing but usea mix of commerCialcapital and donor
funds, and reduce the risk of investors by financing the project through equity or debt Experience with
these funds has been mixed.

• End user financing has several variations, including: a The supplier credit model, in which the renewable
energy enterprise provides a short term (3-12 month) credit to the end user lor purchase of the renewable
energy equipment/system. The equipment manufacturer could also extend credit to the renewable energy
enterprise for this purpose.

o The consumer credit (or micro creditl model, in which local finance institutions provide loans to users
(households, for examplel to buy the renewable energy system. renewable energy enterprise in this
case transacts on commercial basis with the users. Credit enhancements, using partial guarantees
and interest rate softening, has also been applied with consumer credit.

o Several World Bank solar home systems projects have used what they refer to as a 'dealer sales
model', which uses the consumer credit approach with credit enhancement. In this model. the dealer
sells the system to the end user, which can be sometimes on credit. The dealer is provided support
through access to business linancing. Some additional support (performance based subsidy to dealersl
has also been provided to develop the market. A part of the cost in this case were covered by the
proJect, which Involved dealer training and dealer business financing.

o In the fee-lor-service model customers pay for the energy service that is provided to them by an
energy service company. It makes the energy affordable and minimises the long-term risks for the
customers as the ownership and maintenance of the equipment lies with the energy service company.
The World Bank used this model in Argentina, Benin, Togo, Dominican Republic, and Cape Verde. In
the World Bank energy service company delivery models, finanCing for energy service companies
was provided through either government or multilateral sources,jJ~l<:~anuelled.through.comm~;aal.,~~,;,::;L
financiers in many cases. . "/,e;<'>'

o The lease 'model is similar to the fee-far-service model as the ownership of the equipment
the leasing company, which typically are specialised financial institutions. It has ""'''l"'?"."
mostly on-grid power, generation equipment.
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Box 4 LAC Off-Grid Efeetr:ificalion PJDljfamS

f~~":'~~"':~"~""'"·"·:;;'-;;"·~"¥'¥'~":':',:'~"''''':~'':';:':~'~7'c;'~("~'""v",W{:::~"~"",,!,-:::~;!,,"~",~,7"<·:WC~::'¥"~":":'~"~'F~.':'¥"'::"::-;7'"~-<:~'P~'*'~",-'";'0'~Y""';'':~;:'d
( The Nicaragua Off-grid Rur~1ElectrificatiOil Project provides electricity tILremot~, villages 'and dispersed users, in ,I
: Ni~aragua, I:fi,nances village mini grids (mostlx mi~i ~Y(k,orand ~ol,arh~me syste!'1~ vi;J ~utPut-based aid-,schem~s'1

The proJect works pnmanlY,wlth small; ,local service provldefs and,lntegrates the delivery of electfl~lty"servlces With, ;
; "~u,sin.f,~,sdev~IOPf!1.~.n(se~v,lces~nd~Ti,c,rqfJFl~ny~',:',r- ,:, __*',:,~i';::" '7' ,",',,',"~'''''' ' ~J,\,::,.,\~.~~" '~,,:,:,,<,,';".,,\£i',:!.. ','<J.,<ft;~xj
: 'The~Bolii);aDeceiltrali;eolnfrastructure 'fomOral Transformation Proje~t isthe'mostrecent project"in'tl1at country~'~
, with an 'ambitious output-based iM scheme that links subsidies to performance o'n-variolls le~els and out.sources a I

range of weil-specified ser~ices to' private sector operators, The proiect aims to electrify over, 15,00·0users 'with solar
home systems, It also develops syne'rgies with its telecomm~nications component, 'which finances'the extension of

, ceiLphone, radio, and TVservices to the same 'rural ar~as, in addition, the project provides a complenlentary fund for
the prnductive use of electricity and'telecomm~n'ic~tions infrastructure, ',;
Rural electrification programs in several LACcountries are explicitly'incorporating large-scale investm~nt,in'solar I
ho~e systems for som~ of the homes to be'electrifieiLGovernments are rec'ognis,ing'geographic rural areas that are ,
non-viable for grid-extension, anllenaetlng explicit policies a~d sUbsidi~s for renewables in these areastd sllpplement I
line-e~!enS!Onelectrification programs, For example, Brazil pla~s to electrify ui million houSeholds,by zaps under the ,;
Luz'para Todns program (about 700,000 have already been electrified), and has targeted ZOO;OOO,or about 10 percent j
".-,:'"", ""~' :/.-", '--,,'-", ',: ,'" , ",,"'~;';":, """",>,,~ "~ < ,,<,'" ,," ',",":, ",,"-.'2"<, 'c", :,'!' ',':"':""',>'C'~" ',c:,",J:",/'/, :-"'",~:-"",,,r
of these households forren~wable' energy, , ,'- ' " " '; _' -, - , ' :
In Nicaragua, the PERZArural electrification project focuses on innovative public/private off-grid electricity delivery ,
'~echanisms ~omplemented byru;at mi~rofinance and busin~ssdeye'ap;';erit ser~ices to s}gnificantIYennance'the ,~

1 development impac!'of rural ele~trification, - , ".' ': '. '>,: - ," : " .. ", '\
: In Naeniiqa, tlie PERMERprogram includes a conce;;iou a~praach far rural electrifi~ation; baseg";n the i:ou~!iY's, i
'. ,"", " ,,'''' ,,::---, ,'," ,:", ,",' __":: ~ /" --':, ,":, ~,,,, ,"; ,":, ,'->".';i ,~',::'::, x,,', __,'" __,:,,':', :'__:'~''',', '__/" , ,,:"',,->,< --:__"",' ",,, __,',' --,,!
: 'ample experience: ~ith conc~ssion~, for infrastr~,ct~re service.~; I~g" -ielecomT,unic,ation~( !Nat~rh',Cansessi9n~' ,;
, are eligible-!o re:bid competitively against other digible firms eyeiy ,15 years' up'to a total of 45years,Jariffs are 1

'ienegotiated every two years, and the linancial rate of retu,rnis ab~ut '1~%: " " '- ' ,,', _:" " ;" !
;Souri;e~: World Bank (2005b), REN21(2005), World Bank (Z006/': -, " '" '-':' 1
!ij;:_~,...~;',,;,i,~,";""~'~:":d~;';:'-':': ;;, ,;;::__,;,.::,,~::.e......"..•w,~"_,, L;',:,,';:i ,,; __u;<';:::: "" },: '"""",:",-,, ,0...,,,,",,,,,,, '-- :, ~'~;,-,,,:,:..:,,.c..;:,'wJ,L;;";:,:>:::.2:,.2"-,-~;;" ,~' ,,~,:
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Box fj Energy Emcrwise DDvefopment by E-J·Co

r"t';:~:r":,.,~s":"'r~~~:::"'~':.:~::);'::,~"''''J?':;''F,-'';":~::-''':~;''';:;,::';r:t':;~~::~~:,s:~:'::":::.,:__.',~'.:77'!S:t';}~;,;'j'\s;r:'''::':~:::~;,:',-",.::n:;0':,T::::::'.,,';' ,?:
I E+Copas been, engaged,)n,'promn,ting sm?1I and mediul11sG~I!0en~rgyente(Prisesthhiugliseed, fin~nce, Warkin, I
'onRural Energy Enterprise OevelopmentlREEDI,project' iniilatedin,ZOOOliyUNE~,'E+Coprovld~dsuPPQ\t ,IOZ5 i

'" '" ,'," ,', "-- ,;C',' __. , .-" ,,"; ", ',,";C', ," ",," ,," F",':<,'" "" """ ,'<" ,;',',2,,-' ",""'."'"
energy enterprises in six,geveloping:countrie.s in 'areas such as start'upfinancinglin the form of debt and equity!, !

" enterprise development service,ssuchas business planning,management structuringandfinlmcialplanning, and I
assi~tance i;securinglat~r,stagefinanciAg: The.coulltries include Ghana, Mali,SenegaI,Tanz;nia, Zambi? and ,Brazil ,)

'with ent~rprises covering crop dryin~, charcoal production, biofuels;windpum~s: s~lar w?terheating,'andeffident,
'cook'stoves, E+Costa~ted opelationsin i994 and its averallportfoliohad reached,by March 2005, aboull1milliori )

""::,',''- "',',,," ", :', ',"~ .. "":,' " """ ."""', :::. ,' __ >,:" '.t"'",-i'" :"; -""':;'''::,,::;"'<, ,,':;,:__' ; ':"'" .-,', ",: ,,,~J",,." ,',:' ;<"" .. ,'",,,"~,i:'''''',>,,''.:,,l
dollars with 112 investments in Africa" L?tinAmerica, and Asia,otl'(hichmor~than85percentisdebt Tne leverage '\

'has b:en mare'tnan.1O; WIthadditionalinvestrl1enfin.th~see~terpnses ;lj)~$ 120miHion;,g+Co experi~ncri has ,oeen , j
•'p,that ,money ~;'ot;I\I{aysthe problem, IllS thelin~britweellmOney, anclthe9n,odidea;that ISoften missing infhis '
';, s~ctor Tnei,' 6pinioii:isthat theneed'tD promote and str~ngtlieriprivaie' enterprises is ~k;~ele~enrtoo~erco~e

~Ah,~§~':issue~:':','.,;:"',i">:''<;,:>'", .... 0;", """i "";;~:"" .'---':}' ;"',;~" j' ;"--~:'< ",,,,. ",

""Sourcel UNEP' "'; ";;m\f~~l~~'~\""'-'-~~!:;I,~,
',;--:':::,;" ':'\t, "''::,:':>



Box B Revo!ving Fund for Sma!! Hydra Schemes in Peru

l:::~;~<::~:""";:;"';""::::;;::;:':-',:;"<;:"'''-"''':~:',:"""i-'T~;:;:-';':"""~""",';"'~,-<~7~rT;"':-,:;'~'"-,'~,"';'T):~-~~'c:"~:·~:'·:<'-":'';----::- '7<-':":~-J":,~--;;T:",-:;-~~--:-::,~;-"Cj<f:",,'7""}"'--;:~-YZIr'Aievolving fund for finanCing ,nii~ro,hydro power plants'was setup'inJ994 through an agreementbet"Yee~,:the ,:
\'""',",;,,,," ":"'_'<";""::''','',' "'":" ,;,,;', '":,,J ',""'" ',:<;'--' ,;,:",_ """,,:''',''''''':-'''''..'-,m,,,,'';, ",', ',"":" """,:,.",,';
:, Inter-American Develop(l1ent Bank and ITDGcPeru,a NGD, Tbe project is an example ola successful finanCial model,:
(" >",,': ' ,,' ';" ",' :":,,, ,',,"", :.,","'", ,'",> <:"::('.",/,,:',<;:1
: tl1atcombines subsiqised loans and technical assistanc,e throughshareqelforts!ietween technical co-operation:
r :agencies andgovemmentin1titution~ The P\OjBCtw~sinitiated with tl;e view t6prO~iqeelel;tricity to remote areas i
fnot reachable through conv,entional grid, The funa has provided loan financeto ,15 ruralelectr.!fication projects 01 f
'c-' /L" ' " ',', ..... '"."" " ./ y ." 1. " ...... '" -i'.':.'··~ "'.':.' .'.'>.,,:.'. "'."

municipalities, 5 projects of thepri~ate sector an9oneproject of the co-operative A loan amount 0IUS$700000:
i "Yas given, which leveraged US$ is million from go~e;nment and other agencies to provide electricity toJ5Qoo1
'pe()ple,TechnicalassistancaforproP?s~IPreparationwas provided and regional and local workshops were arranged:

to create awareness :rheproject needed social intermediation, forming pre-ele,ctrificatio~committees orother)ld.J
i: hoc organisatl()nsto operateanqmaintaintheplaoqBarnett, 19981.and required technical intermediation in additioni

to financial intermediation Repayment I.evelshavebaen high but conSiderable time and effort had to beexpended:
I to market both the fund and the idea of hydropower Overall, the project expeiienceimplias that micro hydro is not I
i viable without som~support, ashouseholdo[haato beprovidedsubsidised p~wel-to m'akeit accessible to them." .1
, '.,.' .' ". ",.. .. ...' . '. -'" . 'k"' i
'Source:IDB

Box 7 Generation and Deliverv of Renewah/e Energy in the 1sla de fa Juventud, Cuba

'UNlqOiscurr'entlyexecuting a GEF-funded project, Generation andDeli~eryci( Rene",ableenergy in the Isla of i

:. Juventud, Cuba,orientedto demonstratethe technical, e~onomical 'mdlinancial vlabihty of replacing fual oil based:
:.electricity generation, and heat production based on renewable energy resources}he pr?ject will address.barriers i
!to treda~eloPrJlentof renewable energy through technical as~istance.a~dsoftening oUipance in order t~lcliieval
: attractive initial conditions for wind power and biomass gasification technologYmarketsJheproject will. introduce,;:
!,'.":.':"'.'..' ":'" ". ,,' '" ",'--'. ',' ,' ... ' -- . ',,'<:' -- ". ... " :.'. ".,. ,,:-,0:':'. :< ... ,' ... ' ., ,".--~::"f:'
:, new and innovative 'financial and institutional structures to encourage private investinents,support,ec'onomically,
""'--', ",. ", --' ,:; .. , c' ", ',' ...•. :,-- ,.:" " ,'. -- 't',i:":"",""-:,,' :..... ",' ,; ','!

viable, environmentally sustainable markets, and enhance local manufacturingcapacityforrenewable energy!
Itechnologies in Cub~..As a res~lt, a robust mark"etand strong Institutio~al and fi~anciar capacity at thenatlOnai, I
'.. level for supporting ienewableenergy investment proJeetswil1 emerge that woula(l1akeCuba'seconomyless rehant·.
'" on i",ported fossil fuels to meet its growlng'energy needs,. and in the process, also halp 'inJeducingoveraIlGHGs,f

emissions through wide-spread use ofrenewabie energy technologies in the country as well asin.theCaribbean'i
region, The projectaimsatinstalling'a large biomass gasifier plant for power generation to the tune of 35MW)ouri
gasifier applications (about 6 MW thermal) to be placed at four industrial sites for heat Producti,o~ and a wind .farm' '
(hurricane proofl to produce 1.5 MW of electricity to augment power supply on the Isla de la Juventud,

---i'"-Source:·UNIDD_ •.• _~ __.,._,-,...
j,
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IPERI-) URBAN ENERGY POVERTY

"The 'electricity divide' has not received as much attention as the digital divide" (UNCTAD, 2006).
UNDP 12000) defines energy poverty as "a lack of choice in energy services lin terms of reliability, quality, safety
and protection of the environment) under economic conditions that provide support for the economic and social
development of families and individuals"." Mast studies an energy poverty focus on rural energy poverty, typically
as measured by access rates to modern forms of energy, and energy affordability. Some LAC countries, however,
are highly urbanised. Over 70% of the total LAC papulation lives in cities IWEC, 2006); in 2002, 82% of the Brazilian
papulation lived in cities IGNESO,2005), The issues of electricity access are quite different in rural and urban areas,
"Rural areas in low,incame countries often lack any infrastructure far providing energy services whereas most urban
areas have energy providers that already serve better'aff populations" IWorld Bank, 2006).

"The proportion and number of poor people in urban areas in relation to the total showed a significant and steady
increase in the 1990s aver the 1980s. The number of poor people in urban areas in 1980 was 14 per cent lower than
that of the rural paar people in rural areas. In 1999, the number of urban poor was 74 per cent higher than the rural
poor. In 1980, the urban poor accounted for 46 per cent of the total paar in the region while, in 1999, that proportion
rose to 63.5 per cent" GNESD12004).Agenda 21, Chapter 71promoting sustainable human settlement development).
has a distinct program area on "Promoting sustainable energy and transport systems in human settlements".'5

"Since the 1990s, the phenomenon of urban poverty has become increasingly more important than rural poverty, both in
quantitative and qualitative terms, affecting nearly all Latin American countries, While in 1980the numberof people in the
region living in poor conditions was 136million, of which 46% were considered urban population, by 1999the total number
of poor people had increased to 211 million, with more than 63% living in Latin American cities. As a result, urban poverty
has dnubled in the last two decades,while the number of rural poor has remained stable" IWEe 2006).

It is generally assumed that urban populations are healthier, more literate and more prosperous than rural populations,! ,-/
_____ ,UNH/.IBIT/.IUZ006!shows,that.the'urban,pooLsuffer)roj11'ao'urban.p,eoalty~Slum dwellers in develoRlngiOU";;i';s," +,,.,lL,, ...' .'

are as badly off if not worse off than their rural relatives," There is evidence showing that poor people urbanise faste," .,k·

than the population as a whole. This implies that anticipating their needs will require a stronger focus on urban issues
(World Bank, 20041

Most of the projections predict that by 2020 more than half of the world's population will
70,75% will live in megalopolises of over 1.0 million people, and that 60% of the
poverty leveIIESMAP, 2005bl About 40 percent 01 the world's poor already live in peri-urban
The resulting pressure on the demand for the varrous lorms of energy is not "," "':,v""

35 Urban poverty is defined as "the inability to earn an income sufficient to meet the most basic needs, ,06"ss'o' "'",OY,
being a significant element of these needs" (WEC, 2006). . .'

36 http://www.un.or9/es(lJsllstdev!dl)<:urnents/1l9endIl21!e~glish/agenda21ch<lpler7.htm _
37 A review of energy consumption patterns in 45 cities reveals that for the. poorest income househo!d~. i~'th~e

up to 50% of their energy consumption is from traditional fuels - wuod and charcoal (ESMAP, 2005b). "
/
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In the 1990's, with theliberalisation of Brazilian energy markets, energy companies found themselves forced to review
their pricing policies at the very time when energy costs were going up. The use of cross·subsidies became much
more difficult and the inevitable increase in tariffs for vulnerable social groups magnified the energy poverty problem
IESMAP, 2006al. Today, around 11.5 million people in Brazil still have no access to electricity IGNESD, 2005).""

The implications for the energy sector are that demand growth will occur mainly in urban and peri·urban centres,
and that the emphasis in the access issue'is likely to' shift tottie 'peri'urban areaS: The d8mogra'phic trenascall'flli .~
revisiting fundamentally urban/peri·urban energy policies. Cleaner energy technologies and renewable energy are
important elements in addressing the problems of urban air pollution'and climate change in the LAC region.

The following box presents the Brazilian PRONAI program. It is an interesting example of an innovative program that
doesn't just provide a safe source of electricity for slum dwellers. It also documents proof of residence, necessary for
getting a phone and establishing credit, in addition to other benefits.

Box 8 PRONAJ - Program for Normali2mion of informal Arens

r ':"~":'~~'c;'""::~_7;(,"-'--~'";:/::'-'-:~~~:--:;:::-,~-"~_-v~<--,,::u,~;;:-;;--::;.;'T', ':'-:"-";,C:-::~?;i:7--";-:\''-~;:;,'"'::""::,-Y'~,:-;-'-'~--~'-::~:-'~'=---~''~.:;~::-"~:;~:,w';,s.'--Tl
, Rio LIGHT,the electric utility serving most of the population' of Rio de Janeiro State, including the metropolitan area ,
, of Rio de~~neiro'City in Brazil, launched a major campaign' in 1997 , 2002, called PRONAI, Prograina de'Nor~aliza~ao ;
: .. :';'"' .. ,':""" '; ,.", ',." "'" \'.>"' __-"', ":: >" _"'" "<', ,'.: .'C:' ... _ "'_"'" ..,:,:,r-_,.\:.',:",: '.,' .... c.:?,", ,_,'.' ,1
, de·Areas Informais"Ouring.thlS program, over 250,000 households'were either.iegularised of,connected:to electric' I
, s~r.vice for th'e first ti~e. PRO'NAl's ~oalwa~ to prOVide saf~:leg~1 powefconnectl~~ in the c~v'sslum; (fa~ejasJ';
; :~~d'o;her low.in~ome communities while~nSUri~gCustom~rswer~~I~~d for eleWi~itYConSu~Rtion,The'app;oac~!

to accomplish thIS goal was three'pronged"lmprovlng the quality of service and redUCing associated safety hazards' f
:,:"'/d: ,>,":;-:, """, - ::' '.- , ~>' ':_, ", ",,: -"w,', '0,1,' ",~ :t;:;"~,:,~,:~,<: 7 ,:-0,":,. 0+' .<S'""'/,,,;,_",,c,,,; '0/,> c'>;"' :J
through. upgraded networks and' connections Making grid connection "and legar'purchase of'electricity affordable; J
C«"". "'"oi',,". ,,' ".'w.' ',,',' '" - ,_'.,' "',""'~:'>'."i'.' ,"->','~-:'",':'<~'1' ""';_';',1

.and' desirable. through subsidies and financing improving the' ccimpany'sc.image' and ability' to operate in' slum i«,'c- ';,,, ' " ' "')'" ,''''', ',' ",>_",,: ","'.<" ,,",", "';;<:';1-

communities.': '. . ::
So~rce'ilSAID(i004)",'" , ",' "
,__,~,,_,_~.:::... ' _,,"_".~_,,,~ ,~:..;:;\"~_ ';,:~',~,,'"",.;__ ,,~.:.,:-~~_St.";~':'::s.::d:,,,;:':':,}'''';:~';';7:',tc~,_,--,_,~_,~_';' ,-=.,j):,_,w,;:, ;";;h:S~,,;; :""wI

'.

new ofthe"energy.policy focuses on ensuring the access to electricity to all citizens - the "universalization
~... < energy aCCess" (GNESD, 2005). - ~-'--

-'-
-- -------.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HIGH Oil PRICES IN THE lAC REGiON

The 1970s oil shocks confronted the world with a new set of energy security issues. few of the oil importing developing
countries had the necessary foreign exchange reserves to absorb price increases. Concerns about macroeconomic
management and fiscal balance arose. Energy security was in many cases enhanced through increased reliance
on dornestic resources, bilateral energy trading relationships with reliable nearby partners, and access to regional
markets. However, vulnerability to price fluctuations remains a major energy security concern for exporting countries
and net importers of energy products.

Based on recent estimates by the IMf, a sustained $10 per barrel increase in the oil price would result in a 0.4% fall in
the real GoP of non-DECOcountries as a whole (including oil-exporting countries) after one year. The economic irnpact
of an oil price increase on the group of developing countries and transition economies as a whole is lower than for the
DECOas a whole, because the developing countries grouping includes several oil exporters (lEA. 2004bl. LACwould
suffer less from an increase in oil prices, reflecting the fact that some of the larger countries in the regions are net
exporters or close to a position of balance in their oil exports and imports (Brazii3QI, Economic growth in LAC would
be reduced by only 02 percentage points.

The challenge for oil exporting countries is to use the extra resources well. Incremental fiscal revenues arising from
the higher oil prices need to be spent wisely (UNoP/ESMAP, 2005). To avoid the risks of developing a lopsided
economic structure, care must also be taken to avoid a rapid and excessive appreciation of the real exchange rate
that would divert resources out of non-oil, traded goods activity (AoB, 2005). "Energy exports themselves may create
barriers to that development and diversification. Export rents flowing into a narrow structure of elites may increase
social divisions, perpetuate authoritarian regimes, and fund civil or regional military conflicts. The export sector may
bring technology, training and markets but rnay also divert resources from other sectors, Energy exports therefore
create risks for the exporting country and investors in it as well as its trading partners" (Mitchell, 2002).,
Evenwhen excluding the oil exporting countries of Ecuador and Venezuela, Latin America shows the lowest exp-os\Tre,':;,;.-,,,,,,4C:.
as measured by the share of oil imports in GoP, to oil price increases among all developing regions, This has rhainlY,
been the result of Brazilian policies aimed at substituting oil with hydropower and alcohol, and at increasing domestic
production of hydrocarbons (UNCTAo, 2005cl '-/';':;', __

//' -;~.~,f

39 ProdlJction in 2005: 1.98 million barrels per day, consumption in 2005: 2,18 million barrels per day (lEA , .. ,'''_''',_
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However, this average numbers for the whole region mask the considerable hardship being faced by net oil importers,
Substantial output losses are expected to result for some Caribbean countries and Central America; and, in the latter
case, the recent surge in oil prices is expected to cause GDPgrowth to be over 1 percentage point lower in 2006 than
otherwise'" Caribbean Small Islands Developing States are particularly vulnerable in the energy field," The further
development of their societies depends to a large extent on access to transportation and energy The high cost of
shipping diesel oil to dispersed islands increases electricity production costs substantially, Some islands spend a very
significant share of their foreign currency earnings on fuel imports, On the other hand, regional oil exporters' have
reaped windfall gains from recent fuel price increases,

"The policy response to the sharp iocrease in petroleum prices has varied across the region Net oil exporters have
tended to avoid letting prices adjust freely, with fuel prices being frozen for years in several cases (Ecuador, Trinidad
and Tobago, and Venezuela I, The oil windfall has helped finance the budget in Ecuador and led to an expansionary
fiscal stance in Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela, Net oil importers have tended to allow domestic fuel prices to
adjust, although there have been exceptions, In most ECCOcountries, for example, fuel prices are tightly regulated
and pass·through has been limited; in some other countries, taxes on petroleum products have been reduced to
cushion price increases (Guyana, Panama, and PeruI: and in many cases, higher fuel prices have not shown through to
electricity rates (Guatemala, Guyana, and Haiti)""

:'r:1i~~~~f,~;~:~;;~~ii'~~f:~~~i~~:~~~~~~~:~;"~o~t~~o:"~r.Y:;~o;nthe geopolitical factors that govern access to energy and

t~~~~~,;:tf~~tg;i~:~f.~ii;:,'~~:i~;~J:i~~~~~~~j~:~~,,~ri;teriaof the alternative supply options, Security of energya sustainable way. The use of renewables can playa major role
1999).

in many islands countries
energy, but also on the safety and
improve as local resources are

energy security (European
42
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GOVERNANCE AND MARKET EFFICIENCY IN THE lAC ElECTRICITY SECTOR

Regulatory reform can be a powerful contributor to improving (industrial) competitiveness. Countries are increasingly
recognising that traditional regulatory structures have been holding back the development of economies, including
in those sectors where new technologies have changed the nature of the market" Industrial strategies should
emphasise enhanced productivity and competitiveness. "The key to raising productivity to competitive levels lies in
improving industrial capabilities" (UNIOO, 2004). The inability of the public budgets of many LACcountries to finance
infrastructure also hampers their economy's competitiveness. Generally, industry policy initiatives focus on facilitating
trade and promoting investments; ensuring a competitive business environment; and building firm capabilities and
competitiveness. The contribution that industrial development makes to poverty reduction is generally acknowledged.
Several aspects dominate the debate over regulatory reform and objectives of (de)regulation in energy industries:

• the move from command-and-control to incentive-based regulatory approaches based on the removal of entry
barriers in competitive markets;

• the pros and cons of structural measures such as privatisation, and vertical and horizontal separation of
formerly integrated monopolies;

• the ways to ensure achievement of important non-ecOliomic objectives (such as environmental protection and
access to energy for the poor) in a more competitive environment at a minimum cost for society; and

• the design of regulatory mechanisms and institutions.

Energysystems which do not cover their costs in the long term are not sustainable, and long periods of not cost-covering
prices may jeopardise future energy availability and, therefore, security. In a perfect market, with externalities fully
reflected in energurices, marginal cost Wicing']yould be t~sQclally_optimal_waYJo.allocate.resources ..HovJ~~~i,";--"~7'-~':'
energy markets are far from perfect There are numerous causes for a deviation from the "textbook model", leading c·'
to sub-optimal market results or, in the extreme case, no market-based result at all. Market failures can be.broadly
classified into the following types: imperfect competition, externalities, public goods and incomplete/a~y";me\riC, '
information. Table 7 presents these generic types of market failure and instances in the electricit(ind~s't;;. Due,
to these various types of market failures, government intervention in energy markets is som;tim~;justified
improve overall sector efficiency and, consequently, to achieve the goals of energy accessibiri'ty, availability

,>;;f
acceptability. ,;, .

/:>:1'"'

43 Regulatory reform is also used to promote competition, technological innovation, productivity, st,,'cty,'~1"9ju"meot,
market contestability.
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Table 7 Types of market failure in efeetricity markets

Market failure Electricity sector example

External effects which lead to a discrepancy

between private and socia! costs or benefits

Negative external effects: environmental pollution; Positive external effects:
improved system reliability14

Public goods which are insufficiently or
not at all provided for by private films

~ ..~-
In electricity grids technical dispatch, reliability, safety and a
continuous flow of energy are often perceived as public goods.
Energy security has characteristics of a public good which is not
properly valued by the market It tends to produce a level of energy
security that is less than optimal from the society's point of view
IBielecki,20021.

---

Barriers to market eDtry and exit
Imperfect competition -
monopolistic and oligopolistic behaviour

Natural monopoly of electricity distnbutiDn
(Naturally) monopolistic behaviour of electricity grid operator;
oligopolistic behaviour of power generators

Missing futures markets Increasing scarcity of fossil fuels is not (fully) reflected in current price

Missing market transparency, incomplete
and asymmetric information

The regulator does not have ail information necessary for efficient regulation

The worldwide process of electricity market reforms started in a LAC country, Chile, followed by Britain, and has
since then spread globally."; LAC countries have generally been among the first to privatise and restructure their
infrastructure (not only energy) industries" The LAC region has been the most progressive region in the developing
world in terms of deregulating the electricity industry. The drive.towards a market·oriented organisation of the energy
industry was concentrated in Latin America ~ "in part because the debt crisis of the 1980s had forced these nations
to be among the first to confront the need for private investment in the power sector" (Victor, 2005). Not surprisingly,
there is a lot of literature available on that topic. An overview of the experience with the energy reform process in
the LAC region can, for example, be found in OlADE 120001,Estache et al. (20011,Arango et al. (20061.Hall and Lobina
/2004), Williams and Ghanadan /2006), Gabriele 12004),and Bouille and Wamukoflya /2003).

However, it is important to recognise that the fundamental interest of most developing countries in electricity sector
reform stems not from any desire to change ownership and/or to introduce competition for its own sake, but from

that they have no choice but to attract foreign private investors if their power systems are to grow fast
to keep pace with demand. The reforms' dependence on attracting foreign capital makes clear the consequent

vulnerability to volatile international financial conditions. The burden of price subsidies," low service quality, low
co!lectionrates, high network losses, and poor service coverage have meant that many governments are no longer
willing·,or ailleto support the existing arrangements. In addition, international development agencies have engaged in
" <'",,'"\. ...>

/promotion'and ,iinplementation of electricity sector reforms ("Washington Consensus"l (Jamasb, 2006; Gore, 20001.
\t';{Iilliams and 'Ghan¥tan.(20061 conclude "that improving reform will require emphasizing a broader set of objectives,
'r':::iricludingservice provlsioii;public benefits, effective regulation, and social/political legitimacy."

',}.,~~~,:':\~ '::'\:::\~:::~>'2_'~
0:, ':<::>f\<:::':':",

'> ,:<~'Y,,~O?4~;,'Inthe LAC region there are on aver~'ge, 10.6 days of electricity outage, representing 2.91% of utilities' soles. Corresponding
:~,<t).';,~>~~~f;;'s::ncu'':lberSfar the OECD are 1.14 daYS'of"Outage and 2.25"/0of utilities' sales (http;!frru,worldban!{,otg!;l'\v(,stowntClimatef

, '\Ji 1 '-;'.'%':':' r,xpI9H1TopicsJlnfru'$tfuC1ure.aspx?tdn;;og,'sort=O&directioIl,""osc).
:~':~5~;Arecent overview of the experience with electricity deregulation can, for example, be found in Sioshansi and Pfaffenberger

i2006).<; .'; .',
46:; ~ece:nrdecisions to renationalise the ail and gas"8ect0r in Venezuela and Bolivia have been a central topic of the latest

'/~0LAC ~U"!l}mit, in Vienna, 2006. ,-' .m

47 OECDUOO41;estimates that in Latin America and the Caribbean, where the electricity sector has been reformed, subsidies
accc)urrt for around 9% aftotal subsidies.'
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A general feature of the power sector reform process in the LAC region is that the main stages of reforms have been
implemented in relatively short matter of time, Figure 7 shows the sequence of electricity sector reform measures In

LAC countries, In Brazil, for example, the guiding principles of the New Power Sector Regulations are "to recognize
hydropower as the major source for expanding electricity services and integrated management of the water stocks;
to pursue diversification taking into account the complementary nature of other sources; and to ensure the supply of
electricity to all citizens, connecting all household to the grid or providing decentralized power sources to meet their
energy requirements" (do Valle Costa et al .. 2006),

Figure 7 Sequence of elec/ricity sector reform measures in LAC
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"Although in the liberalization process of many LAC energy markets, renewable energy did not occupy a prominent
place, there now seems to be a new international trend to develop such resources, which will begin to playa
more central role, especially in meeting the increasing demands for energy in the process of industrialisation
and development" IZuluaga and Dyner, 2006). The impact of power sector liberalisation on the use of renewable
sources of energy is contradictory. Theoretically there is more potential space for using renewables because the
industry's generation segment is not longer monopolistically structured; on the other hand, one generall'l0bser~able
phenomenon associated vvith power sectllr reform is the increased reliance on short term power sales agreements
which constitute a clear barrier for renewables-based electricity generation, mainly because of their capital-intensive
nature and, therefore, long pay back times. Innovative support mechanisms, such as Brazil's PROINFAprogram, allow
a cost-effective promotion of renewables for power generation even under conditions of a competitive market.

The final verdict on energy security effects of increased competition is still out. as impacts can go both ways. Possible
effects of sector reform on energy security include:

• "The liberalisation of downstream gas and electricity sectors has clearly brought important economic
benefits, but it can also have consequences on energy security. In promoting efficiency, increasing the size of
the market. and diversifying supply, market reforms will reinforce energy security only it sufficient incentives
are built into the design of those reforms. Investors need to be motivated to provide the degree of security
demanded by consumers through investments in additional capacity. Exclusive emphasis on cost efficiency
could compromise security. With careful market design and the right incentives, for examples capacity
markets, liberalised markets can be a powerful tool to attract sufficient investment and bolster security of
supply" IlEA, 2005)

• Energy sector regulatory reforms could be compatible with or even enhance energy supply security
Governments, while withdrawing from energy investments themselves, neecl to create a positive climate
for tracle and investment. With increasing market lib8falisation, there is a growing need for governments
to monitor private sector actors and deal with market failures. Certain investors might be looking for
concentration through mergers and joint ventures, for example, which might conflict with government policy
of promoting liberalisation and fostering competition IUNDP,2000).

"
,
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ENERGY TRADE AND ENERGY SECURITY
•~

9.1 Intra regional Energy Trade - Regional Cooperation and Integration

Until recently, regional and national political conditions were such that countries tended to rely on their own energy
resources, Some cross-border electricity interconnections existed, but they were usually of limited capacity and
built to provide backup to remote or isolated border systems, rather than to optimise the use of combined resourCes.
This limited intraregional trade is also due to the large distances involved and to the phenomenal geographical
obstacles (lEA, 2003a). The main reason, however, for the historical absence of significant energy exchanges and
interconnections is the relatively good energy endowment of individual countries LAC countries possess abundant
and varied energy resources (including oil, natural gas, coal, biomass, and other renewable sources!. as well as
great hydropower potential, even though these resources are not always evenly distributed. That uneven distribution
underscores the potential for large-scale intraregional energy trading, There are very promising prospects for
integrating energy markets through natural gas and electricity grids. The integration of gas and electricity markets
is taking place mainly in South America, where reforms in the power and oil and gas sectors opened the doors
to projects for large-scale international gas pipelines and electricity grids, mostly on private sector initiative. The
marketing of natural gas and electricity at the intra regional and regIOnallevels does not only lead to a more optimum
use of resources; it also helps to consolidate sector reform in small countries and to increase the availability of
cleaner fuels in many of them (IADB, 20001.

"South America's southern cone area is already crisscrossed by gas pipelines linking Bolivia, Brazil, Argentina, Chile,
and Uruguay. In addition, a number of new pipelines are under discussion, which would link Peru with Ecuador and
Chile, Venezuela with Colombia and Brazil, and Colombia with Panama The new lines could later be linked with each
other and with existing pipelines to create a South American natural gas grid-an idea that is being promotl'd qy

-----."V,--en-e-zu-e~la""" "'IE"'IA'--,,20061, __ ~~.,~~0~

full regional integration of Central American electricity markets, initiated by the signing of the CentralAmeri~an
Market framework Treaty in Guatemala in December 1996, has to be seen as a longer-term goaL Tomi~k~andM;II~'~
(2002) proVide an overview of the efforts to achieve a regional integration of the electricitymark'ets in Central

,<,."

America. . ;."</

,/.:~>'

9.2 Interregional Energy Trade - The potential role 01 biolaels

An important factor that Gouldaffect energy security is the extensiono{00rld trade liberalisation to en"fm' pf6d(ICt~,:h
and services. Interregional trade is dominated by exports of crude'bil and petroleum products. In1Elr~rition~1tfilde
biofuels is mostly confined to ethanoL which is by far thembst widely used of the biofuels (93.5y,'of ,"",'C"',,",.

produced). However, vegetable oils have the largest potential for growth IUNCTAD,2005b),
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Brazil produces som8 15 billion liters per year of ethanol from sugarcane. making itthe largest ethanol producer in the
world:'" it reached this position by launching a national ethanol program. Proalcoo!. in 1975 in the wake of the first oil
price shock and during a period of depressed world sugar prices. The ProalcDol program was effectively eliminated
in the 1990s with the liberalization of hydrous alcohol prices. However. the government still provides a measure of
support to ethanol production through a combination of market regulation and tax incentives. Ethanol production
grew an average of approximately 25% per year from 1976 to 1989. By the mid 1980s, ethanol consumption exceeded
gasolinec6nsurnjJtion on a volume basis. -"nirmare than 90 perce-nt of new cars sold in Braziluse-dethanOl(ESMAP,
2005al ESMAP (2005c) documents the experience with biofuels in Brazil.

Brazil is also by far the most cost-effective producer of fuel ethanol - with production costs of about $0.22/Iitre of
ethanol ($0.33/Iitre of gasoline equivalentl (DECO.2006). Ethanol from sugarcane grown in the centre-south region
at Brazil is by tar the cheapest bioluel tooay" European ethanol is a factor at 2-3 times more expensive than ethanol
from Brazil. domestic agricultural policy reforms might influence domestic production levels of ethanol in Europe and
removal of trade barrier could encourage production in regions such as Latin America and (in a negative wayl Europe
(DECD,20061.
Canada, Colombia, the European Union, India, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand, and the United States have all
adopted targets for increasing the contribution of biofuels to their transport fU81supplies (UNCTAD, 2005a). DECO
(2006) provides an overview of international biofuels policies. In Europe. a Communication from the European
Commission (2006) sets out an EU strategy for biofuels with three aims:"'

• "to further promote biofuels in the EU and developing countries, ensure that their production and use is
globally positive for the environment and that they contribute to the objectives of the Lisbon Strategy taking
into account competitiveness considerations;

• to prepare for the large-scale use of biofuels by improving their cost-competitiveness through the optimised
cultivation of dedicated feedstocks, research into "second generation" biofuels, and support for market
penetration by scaling up demonstration projects and removing non-technical barriers;

• to explore the opportunities for developing countries - including those affected by the reform of the EU sugar
regime - tor the production at biofuel feedstocks and biotuels, and to set out the role the EU could play in
supporting the development of sustainable biofuel production."

On the benefit side, increasing the use of biofuels can improve energy security, greatly reduce greenhouse gases"
and many pollutant emissions. and improve vehicle performance. Their production can also enhance rural economic
development'" These benefits are difficult to quantify as they are externalities, and not reflected in the market price
of biofllels (lEA, 2004a)

\-lrli~;national1raoe is seen to otter opportunities, either with other developing counlries or with deveioped ones.
However, there are considerable barriers to international trade: agricultural production subsidies, high tariffs, entry
barrieh (car manufacturers' recommendations for biofuel blends vary according to countries, with no limit on ethanol
coKient i~'Brazil. while it is excluded in European countries) (UNCTAO,2005b).
Biofu;I}~eChhalogy is easy to transfer and diffuse because, for vegetable oils in particular. there is no need for the

'\~complex ind~§;iiaLprocesses used in the production of other kinds of renewable energy (wind turbines, photovoltaic
h,~anels or solar pa~E;is,f6rinstancel.
'z;:;; . h -'.

,.
,,>- -.'\ ,,~,~.. ,;<>~

;'-"~~~:_.':~;\'~>. __:,~~>,~
"i:'t;':;~/,~8\lhe second largest ethanol prOd_u~~risthe United States (REN21, 2006). These two countries accoulltfor 90% of worldwide
'>~~Y:'>~/:_~:_::;~,;:~et.hanolproduction. The European_ynj(~n accounts for more than 90% of global biodiesel production.
):-,;:":>t~.49,":UN~TAD{2Q05a} estimate the cost of etha~ol production in Brazil to be in the range $0.23-0.29 per litre.

-;;:? ·;;;'-'·50'~_:Eur'Opean governments intend to inCrea$ej~e_.share of biofuels in total EU fuel consumption to 5.75% by 2010 .
.' 51~~:Fr?ndeland Peters (2006\ investigate the \myironmental and economic implications of the support of rapeseed"based

'biodies'el as a substitute for fossil diesel. They 'find that the energy and greenhouse gas balances of this environmental
~j;trategy are clearly positive. Yet it appears to be unclearwhetherthe overall environmental balance is also positive. Most

"imPortantly, though, biodiesel is not a cost-efficient emission abatement strategy.
52 "Rur~l.employment may increase significantly, as in the cas~'jn Brazil, where ethanol production generated 700,000 direct

"jobs"and"3.5"million indirect jobs, mainly in sugar cane production (UNCTAD, 2005b).
,"'-,~



• Energy production in the LAC region as a whole is greater than its energy demand. This excess supply is
also projected to hold over the next decades. However, this does not imply that there are no regional energy
security issues because there is a great variety in the sub-regional energy situation: Several countries are
net exporters of hydrocarbons; others are significant producers of hydropower; in some LAC countries the
contribution of renewables leither in the form of traditional fuels and/or more modern forms of renewables) is

________ substantial;.other.countries.in.the. regions,.mostly. in.the.Caribbean,.are almost completely.dependent on,fd;sil';":'_;""':;:"~r<:, ..... ,~,
fuel imports.'
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CONCLUSIONS

Energy security:

• Energy security is generally defined as the availability of a regular supply of energy at an affordable price
Most definitions of energy security stress two dimensions, a physical/ quantity dimension and an economic
/ price dimension. However, from the perspective of developing countries, energy security needs a much
broader definition. Energy security may be defined as a country's ability to expand and optimise its energy
resource portfolio and achieve a level of services that will sustain economic growth and poverty reduction"
(RIVM, 20041. Energy security in developing countries is a complex topic with numerous interlinkages to
other sustainable development objectives. Energy security must, therefore, be integrated into energy policies
alongside other policy objectives, such as developmental and environmental goals.

Energy demand and supply trends:

• Global demand for energy is likely to increase significantly over the next decades under almost all scenarios
available, particularly in the developing world. This projected growth, together with high fossil fuel prices and
an increasing concentration on a few oil an~ natural gas supply countries, brought energy security concerns
to the top of the political agenda.

• The fact that" for the region as a whole" energy production exceeds energy demand, however, ,masks litea!'
intraregional variety and a great diversity of the energy situation within individual LACcountrie'i.F,6r;;~ampl~"

f······} .•:..$,
in Mexico, one of the largest oil producers, there are rural areas that are still unconnected t9the grid. OverallJii
rural electrification is 73% of households in Brazil but varies from 90% in the soGth'td"40% in the north>:

,,-,:>,,- .:" " y"

Household electricity access rates range from 34% in Haiti to 99% in Uruguaya,ndChile (World Bank, 2006).!.
In Guatemala, the share of "traditional" fuels is about 60%, while in countries'su'ch as Mexico and Venezu~l~it"
is almost negligible (UNOP,2005) In 2002, 20% oUhe region's populatiori'~ere relying on traditional.bi5;r;a·s~;'"

i ' ',"'ii' t. :~~"';","C-<-:',;
for cooking and heating, with highs of around 90% in the rural areas of Haiti, Nicaragua and Peru;' ."ii~:~;,;;:.~·ig·

'// }/"j;~:;.~';:~:":',~ ,;

• The energy situation in LAC can also be characterised.by remote rural areas that yet to be con~e"tiii'~~;he"
grid; the continued pronounced dependence fossilsiu'rces of energy; the low progress in ~ne;g{eff:ciency
improvement; and a severe shortage of capital for investment, particularly rn the power 5;ctOr. :' .

-"-
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Financing sustainable development and renewables:

• Numerous international and regional organisations are active in the LACregion to promote its renewable energy
sector: At the regional level. these organisations include the Latin American Energy Organization (OLADEI.
the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin Amenca and the Caribbean (ECLAC).and the Department
of Sustainable Development of the Organization of American States (DSD/OAS). International organisations
involved in renewableenergy'sector'activities include'forexample theSretton Woods Institutions and the .-
Inter American Development Sank (lADS) The Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ)
is also very active in this part of the world.

- -"';:

• LAC is characterised by a significant endowment with renewable energy resources which - in relation to
their putential - have so far only been tapped to a small extent A greater contribution of renewables to
LAC's primary energy supply - along with higber energy efficiency on the supply as well as the demand
side - appears in many instances well suited to contribute to all dimensions of sustainable development
Renewables can be an attractive option for adding modern energy capacity: it is flexible in scale and it can
provide electricity (either on-grid or off-gridl. heat and biofuels for transportation.

• Mobilising financing for energy investments is important in order to provide environmentally sound energy
services and to acbieve the Millenium Development Goals. In the LAC region. for example. the share of people
living in poverty has not been reduced during the last two decades. Renewable energy-powered applications
can. in many cases. offer viable options for improving productive capacities and. consequently. reduce
poverty.

• In the LAC region expected cumulative investment requirement between 2003 and 2030 amounts to more
than 1200 billion dollars. More than half of this investment will be needed to maintain tbe present level of
supply. In most LAC countries. the public sector alone will not be able to provide that financing. Sufficient
private investment will only be forthcoming if the region's regulatory regimes become more transparent and
consistent.

• Despite the significant potential for renewable energy in the LAC region. several important factors inhibit their
wider adoption. In the initial stages of development, technical barriers predominate. In order for a technology
to become cost-effective. market barriers such as inconsistent pricing structures have to be overcome. Then
there are institutional. political and legislative barriers which hinder the market penetration of technologies.
including problems arising from a lack of awareness of. and experience with new technologies and lack of a
suitable institutional and regulatory structure. Finally, there are social and environmental barriers which result
mainly from a lack of experience with planning regulations that hinder the public acceptance of a technology.

\ A sound strategy to increase the market penetration of renewables will need to address all these barriers.j

i.
',<Direct and indirect investment subsidies. operating incentives through regulatory measures that require

::~ii·<~igbe;· payment to power generated from renewables and green energy marketing strategies are some of the
"supply)ide mechanisms successfully used. mostly in developed countries. The schemes bave been carried

. ii:. outiiirq~rJIi're.~ulatory measures. obviating the need for direct interaction with end users. and thus avoiding
,", bigh transettLoD·costs. This bas worked well in developed countries in introducing renewables for electricity
~:;::-\\ generation Pr~f8rential financing for renewables has also been made available in several countries. Financing"\", ',<,
1<;1... mechanisms on the'end-user side have also evolved; thus revolving funds have been used to provide credit to

<C'~.I:.ii the end users. renting a;;~ '1~.~SH!9schemes have been promoted hy utilities or third parties, and hire purchase
':") .. ,.".) '-'-'. " ..-,-',.j','''"".},., options have also been explored»

\"r:r ~-,\;,:;~}~:;,~ ", ""\;;"~>,,,,
. '~'icTh_efE"isno superior instrument availabT~jto,support renewables that fits under all circumstances. Much more

importantthan the choice of an economic instrument is the availability of a coherent set of policies to promote
., rerlewabi'e energies at all stages along their development chain. sucli as the regional-specific support program

PRQINFA ' j



Urban energy poverly:

• Most of the projections indicate that by 2020 more than half of the world's population will live in urban
centres. In the LAC region already more than 70% of the total population lives in cities; in Brazil, for example,
this share stands at B2%.ln LAC, urban poverty has doubled in the last two decades, while the number of rural
poor has remained stable. The urban poor also suffer from an "urban penalty" due to energy poverty, ie., a
lack of choice in energy services under economic conditions that provide support for the economic and social
development of families and individuals

• "Although the reduction of poverty is perhaps the most important concern in the developing world, there is
significant environmental interest associated with the use of new energy sources which will help to reduce
the environmental impacts that have been caused by traditional forms of energy based on the combustion of
fossil fuels" IZuluaga and Dyner, 2006).

• The resulting pressure from an increasing urbanisstion on the demand for the various forms of energy is
not well known. The implications for the energy sector are that demand growth will occur mainly in urban
and peri-urban centres, and that the emphasis in the access issue is likely to shift to the peri-urban areas.
The demographic trends call for revisiting fundamentally urban/peri-urban energy policies Cleaner energy
technologies and renewable energy are important elements in addressing the problems of urban air pollution
and climate change.

Economic impacl of oil price shocks:

• Oil importing developing countries are generally to a greater extent affected by oil price increases, mainly
because of their higher energy/oil intensity and general economic fragility. The LAC region as a whole would
suffer less from an increase in oil prices, reflecting the fact that some of the larger countries in the regions
are net exporters or close to a position of balance in their oil exports and imports. Regional oil exporters have
reaped windfall gains from recent fuel price increases _

• Evenwhen excluding the oil exporting countries, Latin America shows the lowest exposure to oil price increases
among all developing regions. This has mainly been the result of Brazilian policies aimed at substituting oil
with hydropower and alcohol, and at increasing domestic production of hydrocarbons

• However some net oil importers in the region face considerable hardship. Substantial output losses can be, .. '
expected for some Caribbean countries and Central America as a result of higher oil Plic~s~Some_isla~ds:~.;2:'-:,--

---------sp-'e-n'7d-a-,-significant share of their foreign currency earnings on fuel imports. . - . , .,

Governance and markel efficiency in Ihe LACeleclricily seclor:

..

//, ,,:,;;'0'\
• The worldwide process of electricity market reforms started in a LAC country, Chile,follovved'oy Britain. and,;~'..

has since then spread globally. The LAC region has been the most progressive region in i~a'developing world ,;;
c ,>;j;> // ' l"~

in terms of deregulating and privatising the electricity industry. .'.i,';' f>: x:
,./' ; , '!/'

• The impact of power sector liberalisation on the use of renewable'. sources of energy is contradic\8i;.::::'
Theoretically there is more potential space for using the abund~!'1 (egionally available potential of1e~~~~bl#~_:;'::;:; >
because the industry's generation segment is not longer monopolistically structured; on the other hand;'_orie"
generally observable phenomenon associated with poWe'r sector reform is the increased re\\anCE/b~'short

'1 _':: ,~'>"':;_;
term power sales agreements which constitute a clear barrier for renewables-based electricity g,meration,
mainly because of their capital-intensive nature ~nd, therefore, long pay back times. As inmariy'oitrerparts

',j' ',~, ';:,.,

~', <'
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of the world, gas-fired electricity generation has increased substantially in the LACregion. Innovative support
mechanisms, such as Brazil's PROINFAprogram, allow a cost-effective promotion of renewables for power
generation even under conditions of a competitive market.

• The final verdict on energy security effects of increased competition is still out. as impacts can go both ways,
Exclusive emphasis on cost efficiency could compromise supply security, '.

Energy trade and energy security:

• Until recently, LAC countries tended to rely on their own energy resources. Some cross-border electricity
interconnections existed, but they were usually of limited capacity and built to provide backup to remote or
isolated border systems, rather than to optimise the use of combined resources,

• The main reason for the historical absence of significant intraregional energy exchanges and interconnections
is the relatively good energy endowment of individual countries. LAC countries possess abundant and varied
energy resources, as well as great hydropower potential, even though these resources are not always evenly
distributed. That uneven distribution underscores the potential for large-scale intraregional energy trading.
There are very promising prospects for integrating energy markets through natural gas and electricity grids A
higher degree of integration would clearly enhance regional energy diversity and security,

• The marketing of natural gas and electricity at the intra regional and regional levels does not only lead to a
more optimum use of resources: it also helps to consolidate sector reform in smail countries and to increase
the availability of cleaner fuels.

• An important factor that could affect energy security is the extension of world trade liberalisation to energy
products and services, Interregional trade is dominated by exports of crude oil and petroleum products
International trade in biofuels is mostly confined to ethanol, which is by far the most widely used of the
blotUB/S.
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